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Editor's Note •••
Our subscribers will be pleased to
learn that Dr. C. Ralston Smith, who
has ministered for eighteen years
in the First Presbyterian Church of
Oklahoma City, will join our staff
September 1 as field representative.
He recently completed a $2 million building program to accommodate the church·s 2,750 members
and is immediate past president
of the Oklahoma City Council of
Churches.
Dr. Smith has been a member of
CHRISTIANITY TODAY·s board of directors since its founding. He bas
also been a trustee of Princeton
Theological Seminary and a member of the Commission on Ecumenical Mission and Relations of the
United Presbyterian Church in the
U.S.A.
In his newly created post, Dr.
Smith will do considerable traveling
and public speaking in behalf of our
magazine. A native of Philadelphia,
he is a graduate of Asbury College
and Princeton Theological Seminary. He also attended the Uni-

versity of Pemsylvania and Temple
University.
Dr. Smith's vife has been active
in the women's work of the Oklahoma congregatiCJn. The Smiths have
four children. One daughter is married to a Presbyterian minister in
Detroit; the other is a high school
student Their older son is completing his sophomore year in college
after serving in the Navy, and the
younger son has just finished his
plebe year at the United States
Naval Academy in Annapolis.
Because of work-week priorities
in Washington, our staff writers
have had to decline scores of invitations to address ministerial and
church groups. Dr. Smith's association will keep us in fuller touch
with our growing company of
friends throughout the nation as he
presents to them the outlook and
needs of our magazine.

The World Council and Socialism
Geneva conclave of ecumenical churchmen
will reflect wee attitudes on political involvement
THE EDITOR

ught the Christian Church as a corporate institution to champion a specific political program? Is
economic revolution a proper ecclesiastical goal? Should
Christians welcome socialism as an aspect of the Kingdom
of God? Is Karl Marx a latter-day Christian prophet?
When the World Conference on Church and Society
meets in Geneva, Switzerland, July 12-16, under the auspices of the World Council of Churches, millions of
churchgoers will gain a clearer impression of the political
attitudes of the ecumenical movement, which is already
the center of mounting controversy over organizational
Protestantism's "meddling" in secular affairs.
Since the prestige of the institutional church has
already been widely undermined in our generation by
theological and moral confusion, many evangelical
spokesmen insist that world ecumenical endorsement of
direct political engagement as an authentic ecclesiastical
mission, and beyond that the official encouragement of a
socialist society, may provoke a disruptive break in ecumenical cooperation. Some view the prospect of a politically active world church as the final stage of the unevangelical secularization and the spiritual irrelevance of
corporate Christianity.
Moreover, the possibility that differences over official
ecumenical commitments in social ethics may increasingly pull apart the world Christian community is conceded by the Rev. Paul Albrecht of Geneva, secretary of
the section on social questions at the Evanston (1954) and
New Delhi (1961) assemblies and now executive secretary of the Department on Church and Society of the
WCC Division of Studies.
"God is a 'politician'," contends Professor Paul L.
Lehmann, formerly of Princeton Theological Seminary
and now of Union Theological Seminary, New York
(Ethics in a Christian Context, New York, Harper &
Row, 1963, p. 85). An advocate of "contextual ethics,"
Lehmann distrusts absolute moral principles and thinks
Christianity should support relative and pragmatic positions in politico-economic affairs. With an eye on the
socialist revolution, Dr. Denys Munby, a British lay
theologian and Oxford economist, writes: "God is in
the process of transforming our economic order." The
Church, he insists, should "participate in that activity"
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(God and the Rich Society, London: Oxford University
Press, 1961, p. 179).
A background book for the upcoming WCC Geneva
conference edited by President John C. Bennett of Union
Seminary, New York, shows a marked ecumenical bias
toward socialist theory. The volume, entitled Ch1·istian
Social Ethics in a Changing World (Association Press and
SCM Press, 1966) and promoted as "insights from world
Christian leaders on the Church's role in national and
international politics," almost invariably views capitalism critically; moreover, it repeatedly approves socialism and advocates for it spirited ecumenical support.
Copyright to the volume is held by the ·world Council
of Churches. (See editorial pp. 22 f.)
Revolt against revealed truths and principles
One dominant emphasis of this initial Geneva background volume is its rejection of fixed moral principles,
irrespective of divine revelation and the Bible.
This development marks a further declension from
the older liberal conception of Christian social ethics
evident in the Oxford Conference (1937), where, as in
the earlier Stockholm Conference (1925), numerous
church leaders still insisted on an ethic based on New
Testament principles (albeit particularly the Sermon on
the Mount) despite Emil Brunner's rejection of divinely
revealed principles and truths. In Britain, Archbishop
William Temple's Christianity and the Social Order
(1942) stressed principles of social order above the
expanding ecumenical tendency to submerge these. But
the Oxford report finally placed itself over against the
inherited Christian view by sharing largely in the revolt
against an ethics based on revealed social principles;
moreover, by applying the principle of "love" beyond
purely personal relations, it broke with Reformation
ethics. The principle of "justice" was now regarded as
the relative expression of the love-commandment in
criticism of economic, political, and social institutions.
The revolt against fixed revelational principles in ecumenical social theory has increasingly led on toward an
unprincipled, situational ethic.
. Defenders of an existential and contextual approach
to social ethics point out that, in practice, most ecumen[ 10231
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ical social thinking is already situational. Social radicals
deplore as "legalistic" and "moralistic" whatever remnants of biblical norms, standards, or general principles
survive in ecumenical social thought and plead instead
for ethical commitments based wholly on an existential
or contextual approach. For this reason, ecumenical positions in the social arena threaten to become highly pragmatic and subject to frequent revision.
Dr. Russell Chandran, principal of the United Theological College in Bangalore, India, considers contextual
ethics one of the "best guides for Christian thinking in
the future ... . Christian ethics and particularly Christian social ethics does not consist in absolute moral
precepts" (Christian Social Ethics in a Changing World,
pp. 222 f.). (Chandran has been Henry W. Luce Visiting Professor on World Christianity at Union Theological Seminary.)
Although Dr. Harry Aronson of the University of
Lund, Sweden, views the Ten Commandments as "words
of eternal truth," he stresses that "they were given in a
historical situation. Our historical situation is a different
one. Our life, given to us by God, has its own law; man
has to listen to God as he speaks and guides in each
place and in each historical situation (ibid., p. 260).
Adeolu Adegbola of Nigeria, Methodist theologian
and chairman of the WCC's youth department, espouses
"trinitarian pragmatism" in ethics. In new social situations, he contends, man's ethical responses cannot be
laid down "once and for all" but rather "need to be
rediscovered anew under the impulse of the ever-acting
Spirit of God .... We have at our disposal the inspiration of the Holy Spirit" (p. 187).
John C. Bennett, long a champion of radical social
theories, pithily summarizes the widespread ecumenical
mood: "It is our contention that a contextual theology
and ethic offer creative possibilities ... " (p. 43).
The few favorable references to moral principles in
the Geneva background volume are illuminating. Professor H. D. Wendland, of the University of Westphalia,
points to socio-ethical possibilities of economic and
political partnership as attesting "the need of our times
for new principles of social order" (p. 139, n. 5, ital.
sup.) . Paul Albrecht of Geneva thinks that "probably
the greatest challenge to Christian thought in the coming decade" lies in a discovery of "theological and social
categories that will help to express the meaning of the
Christian faith for the problems of an emerging world
society" (p. 162). The continuing "search for 'Christian
principles' for social action," he adds, "is qualified by
emphasis on the ambiguity of all programs for social
justice. The search for 'principles' has arisen in the
discussion of the new and creative forms of justice that
might be possible in any particular social situation" (p.
163). The inherited moral principles transmitted by
the Christian religion are implied by Bruce Reed of
England, an Anglican, to be of "vague and uncertain"
relevance to complex modern problems (quoting Morris
Ginsberg, p. 116); "social ethics for Christ arose out of
concrete situations," says Reed (p. 105). The Christian,
we are told by J. M. Lochman, is not to be "different on
4
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principle" (p. 239). An American Lutheran, William
H. Lazareth, casts Luther in opposition to "all unevangelical ethics or principles" (p. 122); Christians, we are
informed, do not have "principles to apply" (p. 128).
The biblical ethic is tapered into "an ethic of concrete
decisions in concrete situations" (Wolfgang Schweitzer,
quoted on p. 251). The "responsible society" that the
Church should seek rests on "a universal and 'humane'
demand," and not upon an unconditional divine command such as love for neighbor; but the Christian ethic
"formulates the principles and postulates of a Christian
humanism that seeks to determine ... what can be done
for the good of man" (H. D. Wendland, pp. 141, 147).

Is socialism a providential gift of God?
President Bennett notes that Marxism alone considers
revolution "essential to the creation of a more stable
and just society" (p. 26) . What Bennett especially protests is the fact that "after it comes to power, alters the
structures of society and institutionalizes a new order
.. . the very ideology that provided the dynamic for
revolution gets in the way of a creative response to the
problem of order and change" (pp. 26 f., ital. sup.).
Bennett pictures God as a revolutionary deity, the Christian religion as revolutionary, and political and social
revolution as the cutting edge of God's humanizing
action in history (here Bennett quotes Paul Lehmann);
he therefore ascribes the social revolution to divine
Providence (pp. 27 f.). The Christian may even detect
"a relative coincidence in the direction of the revolutionary struggle with God's humanizing action in the
world" (p. 36). Wholly optimistic over the new patterns
of society latent in the revolutionary struggle, Bennett
urges that we understand this future through "an order
of truth ... not necessarily logical, but ... determined
by the providential ordering of God" (pp. 37 f.) . Central
to God's humanizing activity in the world, Bennett says,
are forgiveness, justice, and reconciliation (of perspectives!) (p. 41 ). Bennett's this-worldly view of Christ's
Kingdom is clear from his emphasis that "revolutionary
structures can contribute to this goal only as they provide all classes and groups in society with an opportunity for increasing participation in the shaping of the
life of the community, the economic order and the
nation" (pp. 41 f.). Students of the Scriptures must
surely be disillusioned to discover how meagerly Jesus
and the early Christians promoted the priorities by
which Bennett defines God's special historical providence.
A leader of French ecumenical thought, Dr. Roger
Mehl, candidly locates in Karl Marx the inspiration
for the WCC's. aim of altering the structures of society.
Marx, he writes, "brought out the fact . . . that the
social system itself needed to be changed." In other
words, "socialism discovered that the chief problems of
social ethics are problems of structures.... The consequence of this discovery was the setting up of a science
of social structures-sociology. Individual decisions and
good will have no power over social structures.... It is
puerile to suppose
that this change of atmosphere
CHRISTIANITY TODAY

is enough to resolve social problems...." (pp. 44 f., ital.
sup.). While :Marxism and Christianity a like claim to
open a "way into the future of man," the unique and
irreplaceable element in the New Testament is its
emphasis on a future already present (p. 53). Modern
society "organizes systems of mutual help, of social
security, of social services, which function anonymously
... not by personal initiative but by virtue of legislation
of uni versa! application .... The state can a lso correct
the too-anonymous, too-impersonal element in the system . .. . The social order can become a figure, a parable,
an analogy of the order of love that is the law of the
Kingdom" (pp. 54 L, ital. sup.). "We must be grateful
to the ·world Council of Churches, especially since the
Evanston Assembly (1954), for having launched the
idea . . . of the responsible society. . . . The idea . . .
appears to us to be the analogized transcription in the
secular world of the brotherhood of the gospel" (p. 56,
ital. sup.).
Some ecumenical planners even project a pattern
covering all man's social existence. Professor 'Vendland,
rector of the University of " 'estphalia, identifies the
socio-ethical task of ecumen ism as "the formation and
handing down of socio-ethical con\'entions that everyone
in society can understand and obser\'e, the demands of
a general social ethos, binding and expressing the
responsibility of all in every aspect o( life." This sweeping proposal he prefaces with the declaration that " the
ecumenical social ethic cannot limit itself to an appeal
to the individual to realize his responsibility for his
fellow-man" (p. 139). He projects a social partnership
built on "legal-ethical control of social differences" (p.
140). Wendland grants that social ''partnership" is not
the brotherly love insisted on by Christ, but he insists
that "brotherly love ... shoul~ make use of partnership
as a form of practicing human solidarity that will pave
the way toward reducing social difference . . . ." (pp.
140 £.).
Louis Janssens, professor of moral philosophy at the
Catholic Uni\'crsity of Louvain, Belgium, asserts that
the maxim "From each according to his ability," constantly found in l\larxist writings, merely paraphrases
Paul's instruction (II Thess. 3: 10) (p. 173); and "To
each according to his needs," so dear to the 1\Iarxists,
is said to be taken from Acts 4:35 (p. 177). ln an international society, Janssens con tends, the authorities in
control should tax highly developed nations in proportion to their income in order to promote world partnership (p. 174). Dr. Chandran of India hails the movement of the Indian National Congress toward "a socialistic pattern of society" as progress toward social justice
(p. 221). "Society needs to be constantly reminded that
revolutionary social and economic changes are called for
"·hich aim at nothing short of the liberation of every
single person from the consequences of an unjust order"
(p. 225). He approves endorsement of welfare state goals
and of a socialist society by the National Christian
Council of India and the Christian Institute for the
Study of Religion and Society (p. 224). Chandran complains because the social revolution in India "is not
]ULY 8, 1966

radical enough": the methods arc too slow, and socialist
objectives should-be more swiftly implemented (p. 226).
Dr. Gonzalo Castillo Cardenas of Colombia, executive secretary of the Commission on Presbyterian Cooperation in Latin America, writes: "Communism, socialism and other groups of the political left have gone
ahead of all other groups in preaching a new system of
values, which has as its motivation and goal a social
justice that would satisfy the immediate necessities of
the people for . . . social security." "The priority of
the moment," he thinks, "is an ecclesiastical strategy
adequate to this explosive situation" (p. 203). Cardenas
holds that the Church "must understand its mission in
terms of the humanization of secular society" and "must
speak loudly and clearly and even become actively involved in the struggle against the present political,
social and economic organization" (pp. 212 f.).
The "responsible society" projected by the 'Vorld
Council of Churches is, i\Iehl makes clear, a socialist
compromise of capitalism and Communism: "It excludes equally the type of individualistic society that
is based on free co111petition and profit seeking and the
type of authoritarian society that is e11tirely enclosed
in the meshes of plans laid dmm at the top" (p. 56).
Indeed, it aims to add ethical fulfillment to \Iarxism:
"Does the purpose of human society comist in imuring
that everyone can satisfy his primary needs (food, clothing, housing) and his secondary needs (health, security,
culture, leisure) ? Beyond these objectives should we not
aim at a more brotherly society . . . not only a society
whose needs are satisfied? . . . It is the duty of Christians to offer both to the capitalist "·orld and to the
communist "·oriel a social purpose with an ethical
content. Originally, i\Iarxism did this . . ." (pp. 57 L).
The need for "comprehensive social and economic
planning" can be met, 'Vcndland suggests, if partnership and democracy break through differences of social
position and issue in a "social democracy" (p. 147).
"The ecumenical social ethic" must oppose both conservative determinism andl\Iarxism as condoning unjustifiable evils, whereas "the guiding concept of the
responsible society . . . presupposes the changeability
of social structures and the necessity for continually
revising them'' (pp. 148 f.). Curiously, 'Ventland warns
that all historical programs are provisional and cautions
the Church against "falling into a new Christian social
ideology," yet espouses "social democracy" as if it were
the will of God.
From within the socialist "·oriel, Czechoslovakian
theologian J. i\I. Lochman tells of almost unprecedented
changes that have OYertaken the churches. "Their main
emphasis has naturally been in the economic and social
fields; their aim is reconstruction toward the socialist
society .. . . This reconstruction is based on the sharply
defined presuppositions of an ideology that claims to be
the sole authority in all essential social spheres. It is
the ideology of l\-Iarxism-Leninism, consciously materialistic, which has never had a positive relationship to
religion" (p. 231). The Church is ultimately regarded
as a relic of a past epoch, which for pragmatic political

reasons is to be tolerated but which (at least in its original, religious form) is intrinsically foreign to the future
of a socialist society (p. 232). In Czechoslovakia, neither
the Marxist state nor the church, Lochman writes,
encourages the ideological blending of i\Iarxism with
the Gospel, or the assimilation of the church and socialism into a "socialist Christianity" (p. 234). But he
esteems Communism for its "constructive and humanistic possibilities" above "destructive and nihilistic fascism" (p. 236). And he emphasizes that a socialist
society can be creatively molded because it is dynamic,
not static. "Skeptical doubts about the possibility of a
Christian existence and mission in a socialist society
are not justified; and, from the theological point of
'iew, they must be dismissed" (p. 236). In a i\Iarxistsocialist society, new ways of secular witness must be
(ound. It is a judgment on the Church, he writes, that
socialism recognized more clearly than most Christians
that Christian philanthropy requires not simply personal charity but a "purposeful, organized and planned
system of welfare for the whole sphere of men'.s social
life, a reconstruction of society, not only the dealing

(New Program of the Communist Party, U.S. A.
[A Draft], pp. 116 f.)
In this respect we are guided by these principles:
1. We oppose all attempts to create diyi~ion
and antagonism among the people along rehgwus
lines. Accordingly, our Party is made up of
believers and non-believers. What unites its ranks
is a common social-political outlook.
2. Marxists disagree philosophically wit_h. the
supernatural, mystical clements of rehgwn;
nevertheless we recognize many positive, humanist values in ethical and moral precepts of the
several relio-ions. We salute the increasing
attempts of t>social-minded religious individua~s
and groups to apply the positive pre~epts of the1r
faiths to the strugo-le for a better hfe on earth.
A salutary develop~ent of our time has been_ the
~ITowing involvement of clergymen of all fa1ths,
frequently on the front lines, in the battles for
civil rights, peace, civil liberties and economic
welfare. To all such efforts we extend the welcome hand of friendship and solidarity.
3. We subscribe to the fundamental tenets of
democracy that are deeply imbedded in Americ~n
tradition (even though they are too often vwlated): the right to freedon:~ of conscien~e _(which
includes, of course, the nght to athe1st1c convictions as well as religious beliefs), and the separation of church and state.
4. Full freedom of conscience and worship will
be o-uaranteed in a socialist United States.
(Q~oted from the Marxist Quarterly, No. 17,
Spring, 1966, p. 30).

6
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with cqing individual needs" (pp. 246 f.). Lochman
professes to derive the socialistic revolution from the
Bible and to find in the Gospel a basis "for our saying
'yes' to socialist reconstruction, to its principle and to
many of its results, such as the generous provision of
our health services" (p. 247). Since in a ?\Iarxist-socialist
environment everybody lives consciously in "the new
society" and nobody seeks to maintain political "anticonceptions," concludes Lochman, new possibilities o(
"·itness are created by the fact that "Christians cannot
be dismissed simply as reactionary partisans of the past
system" (pp. 239 f.).

A learning from Sweden against idolatry
It is highly significant that from S"·eden, where "the
social democratic dream of the welfare state is approaching realization" (p. 258), the Lutheran philosopher of
religion Harry Aronson offers the most telling comments on "Christian socialism" to be found in the
Geneva background volume. "It " ·ould be unrealistic
and somewhat nai:ve to assume," he 1\Tites, "that the
Christian understanding of man . . . as created and
fallen and current ideas of the welfare state should be
identical. There are certainly common ideas that should
be emphasized and that can sen·e as a starting point for
continued conversation. But in all ideologies their
dynamics, their goals, arise out of very real conditions.
These presuppositions and goals, bound up as they are
with human needs, give them consistency and a relative
'truth'. . . . It may be argued that the church has the
same goals as social forces of humanist origin, but it
must not be forgotten that it has a very special contribution to make" (p. 263). And Swedish culture today,
as Aronson sees it, shows obvious signs of "laissez-faire
in the spiritual and moral field . . . . The Church of
Sweden has to face the challenge of a welfare ideology
and cultural pluralism, which easily becomes ethical
and religious relativism . . . . The Bible as a book of
eternal truth is no longer a reality for most people"
(p. 264). "~lass culture appears to be essentially materialistic, a reflection of an economic system and of
physiologieal materialism.... Theologically, the process
must be labeled as idolatry" (p. 265).

NCC leader calls fear of socialism ridiculous
Professor Roger L. Shinn of Union Theological Seminary, a leader in social-action movements sponsored by
the National Council of Churches, 1\Tites that "the
Christian Church, in its centuries of history, has lived
through many revolutionary eras. It has learned, or
should have learned, not to ally itself too closely with
any specific social environment" (p. 266). Yet Dr. Shinn
considers a "major reshaping of society" along the economic lines of the Scandinavian countries a divine
imperative (p. 277). "The United States enjoys its high
production partly because of and partly in spite of a
devotion to free enterprise. It is out of tune with the
majority of mankind in its ritual deference to a traditional economic ideology.... In some respects the fear
of socialism in this country is ridiculous" (p. 281). As
CHRlSTL\~lTY
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a matter of fact, notes Shinn, socialism has already
made strategic gains on the American scene, and the
process should be accelerated. "The United States has
led the world in socialized education. It has considerable socialized housing, socialized parks, socialized water
systems, socialized dams and power plants." As Shinn
sees it, the Church "must carry out four tasks" in the
social arena, including a major reconstruction of society
along socialist lines.

Socialism and the Kingdom of God
To what extent do ecumenical spokesmen find the good
providence of God and the presence of Christ in the
socialist revolution?
While much ecumenical social theory unabashedly
endorses socialism, ecumenical theorists are divided over
the precise connection of socialism with God's Kingdom.
Wendland notes that all orderings of human society,
as provisional and historically conditioned, lack the
"ultimate character" of the eschatological telos (goal)
of God's Kingdom. "The responsible society" (apparently an ecumenical synonym for socialism) "is not the
Kingdom of God on earth nor even a transitory stage
or bridge on the way to it in the shape of a 'Christian
society'"; rather, it is secular and historical, and "must
and can exist among non-Christians.... One need not
become a Christian in order to work for its realization"
(p. 141 ). "It is the expression of a 'world-wide' humanism" (p. 142). Hence Wendland avoids utopian claims
for the ecumenical "responsible" (or socialist) societywhich is relative and historically conditioned, and
"makes no illusory claims to absolute justice or to
creating a totally 'new' man" (p. 143). The law as
socio-ethical demand does not effect "social redemption"; "the responsible society" cannot "take the place
of the Kingdom of God or of the Church"; and " the
Christian expectation of the Kingdom of God indicates
that the secular character of social-ethical programs
must be clearly recognized" (p. 151). The Gospel is
neither a "socio-revolutionary" program nor a "legal
catalogue" for social reform. Yet when Wendland adds
that the Church's refusal to assail the social structures
"would mean the eschatological abolition of all provisional forms of the Kingdom of God, such as church
or social institutions" (p. 150), he seems to concede
what he had refused-a principal connection between
socialism and the Kingdom.

The Church and revolution
The Geneva document includes some acknowledgment
that the Christian must not be committed to revolution
per se. Wendland clearly states that the Christian thrust
for social justice cannot be assimilated to "'absolute'
revolution, which regards radical negations as a sufficient basis for a new ordering of society" (pp. 144 f.),
nor identified with the "illusion of a society without
government, which could be organized solely through
communal sentiment, or, according to the claim of
Christian enthusiasts, solely through love" (p. 146). And
Cardenas asserts that Christians "must demonstrate
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their presence in the revolutionary process by a concern
for the integrity of men. They must refuse to allow
them to be manipulated and used as mere instruments
. . ." (p. 213).
One might expect Christian religious leaders familiar
with the recent collectivistic view that man is merely
an instrument of state policy to offer a few relevant
observations on this perverse theory, or, in lieu of this,
to expound social justice in terms of the commandments of God. But their appeal for social change is set
mainly in the context of approval of socialism and criticism of capitalism. The overwhelming impression is
given that free-enterprise economics, even "Calvinistic
capitalism," has little if anything to commend it, and
that Christian social conscience, if authentic, must
approve socialism and even promote it. That "justice"
is to be understood in terms of transcendent norms, or
of the revealed will of God, and not simply in terms
of socio-economic adjustment along Marxist lines, is
here and there briefly stated in passing. But the truths
and principles of the Bible are handled gingerly in
relation to divine revelation by most participants in this
ecumenical dialogue; both anti-intellectual theories of
revelation and higher critical theories of Scripture have
left their mark.
Professor N. H. Soe of Denmark asks, "Was not Karl
Marx an instrument in arousing a lazy church to see
more clearly its social responsibility?" (p. 300), and adds
that " the Christian church could learn much from Karl
Marx and his modern disciples" (p. 305).
Surely Christianity takes a critical-transcendent view
of society and culture. Surely it is interested in the
abolition of social abuses and injustices. But by what
right does Marx define the critical norms of an ideal
society? And how is socialistic social planning as a
"divine" imperative to be squared with the precise
teaching of Jesus and his apostles and with their
example? If the Church is to identify "Christian economics" with a socialist economy, what happens to its
claim that all of life is under the judgment of God?
How are "the principles and postula tes" formulated by
ecumenical social theory to be reconciled with the
principles and postulates of the biblical revelation of
God and his purposes for man?
Surely, in facing a revolutionary world situation in
which the alternatives of anti-religious Marxism and
ecumenical socialism seem equally objectionable, evangelical Christians must avoid an addiction to a mere
negative "theology of anti-Communism" or to a secular
endorsement of materialistic capitalism. They are called
to rediscover the searching judgment that the biblical
revelation passes on all social and personal life. Can
they move their hearers in this age to grasp their genuine interest in the elevation of the working world, and
in righteousness in the social, economic, and political
order? Can they expound the implications of justice
in the sacred tradition of the Bible, in powerful relevance to crucial modern concerns without the offensive
meddling in non-ecclesiastical matters that characterizes
much of institutional Christianity today?
0
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Singing the Gospel
DONALD P. HUSTAD

T

hey are not a vanishing breed, after all. A publisher need only announce he is looking for a new
hymn, and writers rush to the challenge. CHRISTIANITY
TooAY's contest for a new hymn on evangelism attracted
nearly 1,000 entries from 300 persons in nineteen countries, including Lebanon, Bermuda, Zambia, South
Africa, Thailand, the Philippines, and Ceylon. Among
the contestants were sixty-seven ministers, fifty-five housewives, many missionaries, a mining engineer, a psychologist, a seminary president, a railroad clerk. A retired
Anglican rector sent in more than 300 hymns, painstakingly copied in a beautiful script, "to be considered
for the new hymnal" he understood we were compiling!
l\Iany of the "also rans" were worthy of publication, and
it is hoped that they will be submitted to hymnal editors
to help meet the need of a new hymnody for our day.
Because of the high quality of the entries, the contest
judges decided to give "honorable mention" to five
hymns, which, quite incidentally, indicate the variety
of backgrounds among contributors. The Rev. Ernest
Emurian, the minister of Cherrydale Methodist Church
in Arlington, Virginia, calls himself "an amateur
hymnologist" but has already published several books
about hymns. His poem "God's Witnesses in Every
Age" recalls the choral "A Mighty Fortress."
The fine poetic gift of another minister is shown in
"Gracious Lord, Thy Love Has Found Us," by the Rev.
E. Elmore Turner of the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ), West Point, Georgia.
Dr. William J. Danker is professor of missions at
Concordia Theological Seminary (Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod). His hymn "The Sending, Lord" will
be a favorite of many, because of its graceful phrases
wedded to Vaughan ·williams's tune "Sine Nomine."
A. Morgan Derham, a Baptist journalist in England,
begins his poem "0 God, Thou l\1aker of l\1ankind"
with an ascription of praise to the Trinity. The remaining stanzas develop the motto of the World Congress on
Evangelism, "One Race, One Gospel, One Task."
Miss E. Margaret Clarkson, a teacher in Toronto and

Donald P. Hustad is team organist for the Billy Graham
Evangelistic Association. He received the B.A. degree
from John Fletcher College and the M.Mus. and D.Mus.
degrees from Northwestern University. Next year he
will become professor of church music at Southem
Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky.
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a Presbyterian, also developed the congress theme. "One
Is the Race of Mankind" will doubtless have a special
appeal in this day when brevity is highly valued.
The winning hymn comes from the distaff side of
the parsonage. Anne Ortlund, whose husband is pastor
of Lake Avenue Congregational Church in Pasadena,
California, is a graduate of Redlands University and
holds the A.A.G.O. of the American Guild of Organists.
She is organist at the "Old Fashioned Revival Hour"
broadcasts.
The judges of the contest decided that Mrs. Ortlund's
hymn "Macedonia" best expresses the urgency of the
challenge for which the World Congress on Evangelism
has been called. They felt that she met with distinction
the difficult task of the hymnologist, to be simple and
direct and at the same time convey images and ideas
that will remain fresh through repeated singing.
The rules of the contest suggested that the hymns
submitted should be contemporary in expression and
should conform to a common hymn meter. Several
writers complained that a poem cannot be truly modern
and yet submit to the rigidity of regular rhyme and
rhythm. Perhaps this is one of the problems holding
back the development of a contemporary hymnody.
Although Mrs. Ortlund's hymn is not new in poetic
structure or in theological content, it clearly expresses
the problem of the world and of the Church today. The
opening words of the various stanzas describe needy
man, both pagan and sophisticate, the threat and the
opportunity provided by a growing literacy, and the
immanence of judgment of the nations, of the Church,
and of the sinner. The second half of each verse directs
attention to the Great Commission. Finally, because the
best hymnodic expression leads to personal appfication,
there is the plea, "Begin within my heart."
The winning hymn will be translated into French,
German, and Spanish for the 'Vorld Congress on Evangelism, to be held in Berlin October 26 to November 4
of this year. CHRISTIANITY ToDAY will make this hymn
and the five receiving honorable mention available for
reprinting, without charge.
Perhaps these hymns and also others written for
the contest will be added to the Church's song literature.
Churches ought to make more use of the many fine
hymns all too often neglected as certain favorites-not
all of them worthy-are constantly repeated. Yet there
is also a need for more new evangelical hymns.
D
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One Is the Haec of AlaJJkind

Tune: Lobe den Herren (Praise Ye the Lord, the Almighty)

One is the race of mankind under sin's condemnation;
One is the Gospel that frees us from death's domination;
One is our task,
Sin, death and hell to unmask,
Showing God's way of salvation.

One is the hope of eternal rejoicing before us,
One is the song we shall share in God's heavenly chorus;
Till that glad day
Let us His mandate obeyTell the whole world of salvation.
-E. Margaret Clarkson, Toronto, Canada

The Se11dinf, lord SpriJJfs fro1n Thy f Mrning Heart

Tune: Sine Nomine (For All the Saints)

The sending, Lord, springs from Thy yearning heart.
God, Thou the Sender, Thou the Sent One art,
And of Thy mission makest us a part.
Alleluia! Alleluia!

One man in need in body, mind and soul;
One word in Jesus' name to make him whole;
One Lord, one Mission leads us to the goal.
Alleluia! Alleluia!

Thy body paid for men of every race;
To them we witness, Christ, Thy boundless grace,
With them, one Body, kneel before Thy face.
Alleluia! Alleluia!

One Mission takes me over land and sea
And to the Christian brother next to me.
Help me to listen, Lord, and speak for Thee.
Alleluia! Alleluia!

Where men their brothers heartlessly oppress,
Where people suffer, hopeless in distress,
There we Thy name in deed and word confess.
Alleluia! Alleluia!

From urban deeps, to orbits high in space,
Through cross to glory moves one pilgrim race,
Praising the Father-Son-and-Spirit's grace;
Alleluia! Alleluia!
-William J. Danker, St. Louis, Missouri

0 Cod Thou Maker of Mankind

Tune: St. Catherine (Faith of Our Fathers)

0 God, Thou Maker of mankind,
Our life and peace in Thee we find;
0 Christ, the Saviour of our race,
We preach the Gospel of Thy grace;
0 Holy Spirit, Life and Power,
We seek Thy strength to face this hour.

One is the Gospel we proclaimLord, let it set our hearts aflame!
Teach us to love the sacred page
That speaks one truth in every age.
Make us bold heralds of Thy cross,
Willing to count all else but loss.

One humankind in all its need
Calls us its deep distress to heed;
One in the grip of guilt and shame,
Shadowed by fears men dare not name;
One race whose life the Son did share,
Willing our pain and sin to bear.

One is the task, constraining prayer
Till hardened hearts are made to care;
One call to show by word and deed
How God in Christ has met man's need.
One living sacrifice we makeOurselves, our all, for Jesus' sake.
-A. Morgan Derham, Chorleywood, Herts, England

Gods Witnesses i11 Bvety Age
God's witnesses in every age
Proclaim the truth eternal;
Revealed within the sacred page
And in Christ's life supernal.
In Him let all men see
The truth that makes them free;
And herald far and near
That all who need may hear,
And find in Him salvation.

Tune: Ein' Feste Burg (A Mighty Fortress)

Built on the rock of Christ our Lord
The Church doth stand, though shaken;
He is the true and living Word,
Ne'er shall we be forsaken.
So let His Truth abound
The radiant orbs around;
In Him we are secure,
His Kingdom shall endure
Forever and forever.

Those whom the Lord hath called and sent,
Our God will never leave them;
They walk the way the Master went,
Though sinful men may grieve them.
To all who from above
Receive His gift of love,
The sons of God are they
To hearken and obey;
And God with them abideth.
-Ernest Emurian, Arlington, Virginia

CJ'IJeious lord Thy love Has F01md Us
Gracious Lord, Thy Love has found us;
To Thy Kingdom we belong.
How God's treasured mercy 'round us
Stirs our souls to thankful song!
Strong Redeemer, we adore Thee,
Son of Man, and Son of God!
Son of Man, and Son of God!

Tune: Cwm Rhondda (Guide Me, 0 Thou Great Jehovah)

Millions still Thy love are needing;
Mankind walks in dark despair.
Now anew Thy heart is pleading
That the Word of grace we share.
Risen Lord, we hear Thy summons:
"Go, disciple all the earth;
Go, disciple all the earth."

Send us forth, Thy love declaring;
Nerve our witness day by day;
Grant, as fruit, whole nations sharing
Joy in Thy great Kingdom's sway.
Living Christ, may all confess Thee
Lord of everlasting Life!
Lord of everlasting Life!
-M. Elmore Turner, West Point, Georgia
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What Is Church Music All About?
Co nside r matters of musical style, theology, and the indiv idual situation
when choosing music for w orship serv ices
JAMES W. EVANS

n a recent article Donald Hustad called for a philosophy of church music that is more than "a matter of
aesthetics." Such a philosophy is not easy to achieve.
Prejudice must be divorced from taste, and both prejudice and taste must face art. Although art by its very
nature is not authoritative, there are still certain timehonored aesthetic judgments that transcend taste. Generation after generation has found them true and has
been ennobled through them.
Almost every age since Augustine has tried to establish a valid philosophy of church music. But most of
such endeavor has been forgotten, and the need remains
for what we may call a 'rorking philosophy of church
music that will provide some principles for the more
effective worship of God.
There are th ree main elements of such a philosophy:
(I) pertin ence to the situation in which music speaks;
(2) a structure of theology based on the Bible; (3) the
basic principles of musical style.
In the first p lace, church music should be pertinent
to the situation in 'rhich it speaks. Congregations gather
i n churches for the worship of Almighty God, for prayer
and the preaching and teaching of the "\\'ord, and for
the celebration of the sacraments. The music used in
church ought to be thoughtfully chosen, carefully rehearsed, and vie"·ed as an offering to God. ~I usic should
fit its place in the service. The varying moods of worship, not only withi n the service i tself but also from
service to service, week in and "·eek out, should be carefully considered. The object must be, not just to sway
the congregation emotionally, but to be true to the
particular biblical and gospel theme that forms the
basis for the service.

I

]ames TV. Evans has served as organist and choir directOT of the Mt. Lebanon United Presbyterian Church in
Pittsburgh and is now professor of church music and
organ at the University of Missouri, Kansas City. He
h olds the B.A . from the College of Wooste1· and !11.S.M.
andD.S.M. from Union Theological Seminary , New York .
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At the ·outset, then, music demands a liturgy. To
some evangelicals liturgy means set prayers, cold formality, and uninspired religion. Liturgy may indeed
be all of these things. But b efore hastily condemning it,
let us remember that any time Christians gather together to read Scripture, pray, and preach, they have
performed a liturgy. Some liturgies are thoughtful and
have age-old traditions; some simply grow because the
same people say the same things in the same way Sunday
after Sunday. Some liturgies are little more than patterns of procedure; yet all such patterns are surely
liturgies, and all te nd to become m er e mouthings of
words until they are vitalized by the Spirit.
Liturgy is much more than an order of service.
Candles, vestments, acolytes, and multiple choirs singing
responses arc sometimes confused with liturgy. Liturgy
is essentially theological, and every valid 'rorship service
should proclaim a theology. This fact may be a stuntbl ing block to the church musician and his listeners.
Matters of taste intrude, and music the choir director
or the congregations like is sung r egardless of what it
says. So Cah·inists find themselves listening to requiems
with prayers for the dead, or to Latin texts calling for
the intercession of saints. If the music is beautiful, the
text is less binding than ''"hen spoken. The most fearful
kind of familiarity may be taken with the i\Iost High
God, and, if it is clone in a pretty manner, no one sh udders. If the music is impressive and ennobling, it seems
to serve as 11·orship regardless of what the text says.
It follows that both clergyman and musician should
have a clear understanding of the theological intent of
every sen·ice of "·orship and that each item of the
service should aim at that intent. i\Iany times congregations find themselves moved by familiarity with a great
truth and the means chosen to communicate it in a particular service. But sometimes new and unfamiliar
means may have to be learned if the witness is to be
vital and powerful.
Every church m u sician who has planned a service
with a minister who understands the theological mean[ 1031 ]
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ing of worship knows what it means Ior him and his
work and the people to be blessed. He sees music adding
its voice to a service that can be a powerful avenue for
God to communicate to man and man to God. As a
spiritual language of praise and adoration, of supplication and invitation, music can become an active agent
in proclaiming the Word. l\lusic can fill the moments
when late-comers are being seated or when the offering
is being received. Although music at such times will be
meditative or contemplative, it will not necessarily be
soft and sweet.
Not only is liturgy helpful in m aking music pertinent;
sometimes music without it is impertinent. The danger
of making an anthem a performance is almost insurmountable without careful planning. Certain styles,
often the best in musical art, may become sounding
brass and tinkling cymbal without careful consideration
of their place in the service. Many services with beautiful but inappropriate music would be better off 'rith·
out any music.
Hymns as well as anthems, responses, and preludes
should all be fitting to the service. The music of the
congregation as \rell as that of the choir and organist
must be evaluated. And the denomination also should
continually e\·aluate its music. It is encouraging that
some major denominations are publishing new hymnals
as often as each generation. Hymns included in the
denominational books should be selected for their place
in the witness of the church, and churches that rely
upon their denominational hymnals use hymns best.
Theological integrity prevents aberrations b ased upon
individual prejudice or subjective experience.
The second element to be considered in formulating
a philosophy of church music is its theological structure.
The authority for theology is not the works of theologians but the Bible. Orders of service should be based
upon biblical patterns such as Isaiah 6: 1-8 or the passage
beginning at Luke 24:13. Scriptural language should
be used in many portions of a service. The influence
of such language lessens the possibility of man-centered
" ·orship. Music skillfully composed so as to enhance and
expound a biblical passage brings depth to worship.
At first only scriptural texts were used in the music
of worship. But very early, hymns such as the Te Deum
found their way in. Later, the ceremony of the medieYal
church introduced non-scriptural sequences. The Reformation redressed the balance and brought a return to
music based on scriptural texts. In recent days many
Yaried texts have again appeared-some of them rich
in biblical allusion, others with only a tenuous connection with Scripture, and still others with no connection at all.
Denominations ha\'e tried to control the u se of h ymns
by publishing collections for their services. These are
generally compendiums of Christian hymnody including Greek, Latin, German, French, and English hymns,
and some from more recently evangelized areas of the
world. In selecting tunes, denominational leaders need
keen musical judgment to be able to sift true piety from
mere sentiment. Long ago Augustine warned against
12
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becoming so engrossed in a tune that one ceases to
hear the text.
l\Iuch of the best church music is based on biblical
texts. Through the years the Church has been given
many great musical settings of Scripture. The canticles
used in the offices of morning and evening prayer have
been set to music by many great composers. Some of
these settings, such as Bach's Magnificat, are too elaborate for ordinary \rorship, but others, such as Gustav
Holst's Short Te Dcum, arc suitable. One of the greatest
composers upon biblical texts was H einrich Schutz
(1585-1672), whose music is useful in small parishes.
Schutz wrote for the small choirs available in churches
" ·hose members "·ere im·olved in the Thirty Years' War.
;\[any of his biblical scenes (available today from various
publishers) are masterly sermons in sound.
Age is no respecter of art. Thus some great scriptural
music is old and some contemporary. Some typical
examples are as follows:
1. "Call to Remembrance" (Ps. 25:5, 6), by Richard

Farrant (1530-1580).
2. "\<\Tho Shall Separate Us?" (Rom. 8:35-39), by Hein-

rich Schutz (1585-1672).
3. "The ·ways of Zion Do l\Iourn" (Lam. 1:4,5, 11, 12,
15, 16), by Michael Wise (1648-1687).
4. "Rejoice in the Lord Ah,·ay" (Phil. 4:4-7), by Henry
Purcell (1658-1695).
5. "The Lord \Vill Not Suffer Thy Foot To Be
l\Ioved" (Ps. 121:3,4), by J. S. Bach (1685-1750).
6. "0 Taste and See How Gracious the Lord Is" (Ps.
34:8-10), by J~hn Goss (1800-1880).
7. "Psalm 150" ("0 Praise Ye the Lord"), by Cesar
Franck (1822-1890).
8. "Seek Him That l\Iaketh the Seven Stars" (Amos
5:7, 8), by James H. Rogers (1857-1940).
9. "0 Hm1· Amiable" (Ps. 84:1-4; Ps. 90:17), by Ralph
Vaughn-\ \rilliams (1872-1958).
10. "As Many as Are Led by the Spirit" (Rom. 8:14,
l7a; I Cor. 15:58; and Rom. 11:33,36), by David
McK. Williams (1887).
11. "Psalm 122" ("I Was Glad When They Said"), by
Leo Sowerby (1895).
12. "Psalm 103" (" Bless the Lord, 0 ~Iy Soul"), by
Isadore Freed (1900-1960).
13. "Psalm 126" ("When the Lord Turned Again"), by
Ernst Krenek (1900).
14. "The Beatitudes" (;\Iatt. 5:3-16), by Richard Gore
(1909).
15. "T"·o Motets" ("0 Lord God," Ps. 94:1, 2; and
"Why Art Thou Cast Down?," Ps. 42:11 ), by Daniel
Pinkham (1923).
One's whole being is edified in praising God through
the imaginative art of music as repl'esented in these
anthems. The main theme of "Call to Remembrance"
seems almost to knock on the door for God's attention. The childlike simplicity with which height and
depth are represented in " \Vho Shall Separate Us?"
and the bubbling joy of "When the Lord Turned
Again" graphically illustrate the biblical words. The
indignation against the proud. and the marvelous musical description of pride in Daniel Pinkham's first motet
arc vivid. In the face of such artistry, it is discouraging
to hear people complain that the sound is not pleasing
to their ears.
CHRISTIANITY TOD.\ Y

Not every church choir can sing· all this music. Some
of it is difficult. Yet several of these anthems are within
reach of any four-part choir willing to make the effort
to learn them . n-Ioreover, very many other pieces of
music equally beautiful and equally scriptural are available. ' 'Vith such riches to choose from, church musicians
can always use the Bible as the basis of the anthems they
present. "Back to the Bible" is a slogan quite capable
of realization in the music of worship.
Finally, consider some of the elements of musical
style particularly suitable to church music. Any real
aesthetics for church music must be in the music itself.
Good church music is good music. Time teaches this,
for some music lives and some dies. The surviving
music we call good, and the dead, for the most part, we
call bad. Various terms have been used to d escribe the
quality that gives life to music. In an essay entitled
"Church l\lusic and Theology," Eric Routley speaks of
"newness" as a constant factor in all good music. Every
time one hears i t, he hears it as if for the first time. This
imaginative and original element in music is essential;
and when coupled with a biblical text, such music
makes a new song unto the Lord whenever it is sung.
Yet this does not mean that only time-honored music
should be sung in church. 'Ve have an obligation to
use the music of today for the praise of God. As ·we
come to know music of various styles and various ages,
''"e learn to make judgments about music, judgments
based upon a knmdedge of styles and not only upon
taste. In fact, even present-day music after one or two
hearings may be criticized on the basis of whether it
has a continuing "newness."
Music has certain principles of composition that have
served for a thousand years. Styles and forms have
changed, but these principles remain unchanged. They
belong to all styles; lasting musical art seems always
to employ them. Among them are the contrapuntal
devices that _some good church music employs.
The use of church modes is sometimes considered a
criterion for good church music. The beauties of plain
song, the polyphonic art of the fifteenth century and
much sixteenth-century music, the Reformation hymns
of Lutheran and Calvinist, the folk carols over several
hundred years, the folk hymns in Europe and in Asia,
as well as the rich heritage from Negro and white in
the mountain areas of our own country, arc all modal.
The rich writing of many complex musical structures
is also essentially modal. Most of the nineteenth· and
t"·entieth-century _music that glows with intemperate
emotion and sophisticated affectation is in the major
mode (which is not in the church mode tradition).
Interestingly enough, the great bulk of what Robert
Stevenson has called "bargain basement" music is also
major. Since the major mode is used in so much bad
music, it should probably be used with care.
The question of rhy thm is more knotty. Some writers
(Archibald Davison, for example) feel that such devices
of rhythm as clotted notes and complex rhythmic patterns should be avoided in sacred music. Churches
deeply rooted in ecclesiastical tradition, such as the
JULY 8. 1966

Roman church and to some extent the Anglican church,
have developed a musical art that emphasizes the unworldly. The best music in these traditions is essentially
impersonal, and one important element in this lack of
personality is a lack of conscious rhythm. On the other
hand, Lutheran and Reformed churches emphasize the
exposition of Scripture, and the thrust of their services
is to make the Bible real. Hence their anthems are
more personal and dramatic. In the hands of Heinrich
Schiitz and Johann Sebastian Bach, imaginative rhythmic device or rhythmic association is a strong factor in
proclaiming the Go~pel. Schiitz's setting of the parable
of the Pharisee and the publican is a fine example of
dramatic writing ming rhythmic devices. Bach's St.
Matthew Passion is full of rhythmic passages, and the
lovely dance to " ·hich C!triste eleison is set in the Mass
in B minor is " ·eightcd "·ith profound theological truth.
Excess is sin in music as in any other area. So some
"Catholic" music becomes ascetic and irrele,·ant, and
some "Protestant" music becomes so centered in Christian experience that it is all personal in its approach.
In Schi.itz and Bach, eYen though the music with its
strong rhythmic pulse is highly dramatic, the rhythmic
patterns are determined by the accents of the text, and
the rhythmic devices are inherent in the words themselves. " ' ith such a treasure as the Bible, why should
we stray into poor music?
Sound itself is another criterion for good church
music. It should be clear, precise, free, and full. William Scheide in an article in Theology Today ("What
Should A Congregation Sing?," July, 1963) suggests that
the sound of the baroque organ is duplicated in the
voices of the people. 'Vhether voices imitate the organ
or the baroque organ imitates voices is beside the point.
A certain clear, free sound is necessary for the execution
of the music of worship we have described. The sound
must be clear and precise enough to distinguish the
various voices in a polyphonic pattern. l\lany churches
are quite resonant, and this kind of sound makes good
use of such buildings. If the composer has done his job
well, the music will sound best in such a setting.
The height of emotionalism and sensationalism in the
nineteenth century is characterized by mere bigness of
sound. Alfred Eins'tein in Music in the Romantic Era
suggests that the one element that ties all the diverse
music of romanticism together is its big sound. The
romantic voice using all the tricks of the musical stage
for music with rei igious texts confuses church music.
In suggesting a theological approach, a use of biblical
texts, and certain musical criteria as the basis of an
aesthetic for church music, mere matters of taste have
been avoided. l\lany styles can be approved under these
criteria, and music from many centuries of the Christian
era can be used in the worship of God. But the Spirit
must move in the congregation ·to produce true worship. In the Letter to the Ephesians, Paul exhorted the
people to sing with melody in their hearts unto the
Lord. This is the kind of vitality our Christian music
needs. Our judgment needs to be discriminating to
keep our music pure.
0
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Needed: A Prophetic Breakthrough
GLENN C. ABBOTT

church" is now a term of -reproach in
I nstitutional
some circles, for there are those who feel that the
organized church has reneged on its responsibilities, ·
muffed its opportunities, and failed to be a light in a
clark age. Certainly some criticism is justified. Sociological studies have shown that church membership
today is often a mark of status in which what a man
believes and how he lives hardly matter. 1\Iost denominations are hard pressed to meet the leadership needs
of member churches because young men are dodging
God's draft call to the organized church ministry, preferring to be "where the action is" in related church
vocations.
Critics of the institution try to g·ive new direction.
But the scene resembles a yarclful of children attempting to play follow-the-leader. A few claim to be the
leader and run "·ildly off in Yarious directions. The
rest stand puzzled, wondering "·hom to follow.
The American Baptist ConYention may be a case in
point (although other denominations with which the
writer is less familiar are undoubtedly in similar situations). Unofficially, and in some cases officially, denominational leaders speak a babel to the host of conserYative
men and women who comprise the larger part of this
denomination. Unofficially there are opinion-molders
like Colgate-Rochester's ·william Hamilton, who is proclaiming that God is dead, and Harvard's Harvey Cox,
who would have us embrace the secular city. Officially,
the secretary of evangelism of the American Baptist
Home :l\Iission Society, Dr. Jitsuo 1\Iorikawa, wants to
redeem social structures rather than persons. Dr. Robert
G. Middleton, General Council member, was inclined to
favor consideration of a ne"· denomination through the
Consultation on Church Union, until the American
Baptists refused to join the consultation. There is even a
convention committee promoting merger of ABC seminaries, not only across theological lines but also across
denominational lines, and this in the interests of ecumenics and finances. None of these persons can be said
to be representative of the American Baptist Convention
as a whole. But together they represent the variety of

Glenn C. Abbott is pastor of the Burncoat Baptist
Church, Worcester, Massachusetts. He is a graduate of
Eastern Baptist College (B.A.) and Eastern Baptist Seminary (B.D.) and is a Ph .D. candidate at Clark University.
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opinions and the lack of consensus now facing the ABC.
Besides the avant-garde, there are among American
Baptists some traditionalists, who would retreat into the
past to revive their founding fathers' distinctives. The
distinctives they claim as their heritage include the
authority of Scripture for faith and life, separation of
church and state, a democratic church polity and the
autonomy of the local church, baptism by immersion
of believers only, and the priesthood of all believers.
Yet one would not have to look far to see that these
distinctives are shared by other denominations. And
a mere re-emphasis of form is no guarantee of continued
faithfulness.
The institutional church could silence its critics and
restore its ministry by once again having a membership
filled "·ith the Spirit of God, as did the early church
and also today's mainline denominations in their early
years. The spiritual fathers of Presbyterians, Methodists, and Baptists would have a hard time identifying
their progeny. The vigor of our forefathers is attested
by the tremendous growth of Protestantism in the nineteenth century. Today the Church is fortunate to keep
up with the population growth. Once it was vocal,
proclaiming boldly the faith once delivered. Now it is
confused and controversial. Once to be a follower of
the Way " ·as to be a visible representative of God's
invisible Kingdom. Today one would be hard put to
identify the churchman from the non-churchman on the
basis of how he lives. It is not too harsh a judgment
to say that the average church member today is neither
vigorous, nor vocal, nor visual in his Christian life.
A return to a Spirit-filled life 'mule! mean a return
to a sense of the awfulness of sin. People today are as
shock-proof as the watches they wear. It may be that
a world that has witnessed the horrors of the Nazi
regime has seen a standard of evil so monstrous that
sins of passion and violence seem insignificant before it.
Such manifestations of sin as racial bigotry, student
drug addiction, and cheating in the classroom and on
tax forms seem to many hardly important enough to
warrant a great fuss. Theology has not helped when it
has declared that God is a God of love and nothing
more. He is indeed pure love; yet he is also righteous,
and his wrath and judgment on sin are inevitable.
One of the marks of our Spirit-filled fathers was the
emphasis on a separated life. The mark of today's
CHRISTIANITY TOD.-\Y

church people is too often a secluded life. The observation . that eleven to twelve on Sunday morning is
America's most segregated hour is all too true. At that
time, white, middle-class America successfully severs all
ties with other socio-economic groups and ministers to
itself in isolation. The Church is no longer the fellowship of means to the end of evangelizing the world; it
has become the end in itself. Holy living must be rediscovered in all of life's relationships.
In former times, lay people moved by the Spirit were
stirred up against the religious establishment. The
Gospel is designed to be simple enough for its message
of God's intercession on behalf of a lost world to be
understood by all, and the Bible's directives for living
demand only obedience. But how complicated Christianity seems today! If all church members were seminary
graduates, the rationale behind some denominational
programs in missions and in evangelism would be
clearer. Religious experimenters build programs on
novelties. Although it would be unfair to suggest that
the experimenters are purposely misleading the rank
and file, it is fair to say that a benevolent religious
despotism is being exercised. Until lay leadership
emerges in policy departments and until the ivory tower
listens to the busy sidewalks, the programs and personnel
sent out from headquarters will be only half-heartedly
received by unhappy pastors and an unenthusiastic laity.
There was once an urgency about the proclamation
of God's redeeming love in Christ. In the early Church,
Christ conquered Caesar, and in the Reformation spiritual fires burned so strongly that the sparks leaped an
ocean and spread revival to a growing country. Does
our day require any less urgency? Some of the criticism
leveled at mass evangelism may be justified, but the
critics offer nothing to take its place. A redeemed social
structure will never come in to being without redeemed
men. Mass evangelism is filling a vacuum left by evangelless churches and people. However one may disagree
with Jehovah's Witnesses or Mormons, he must admire
the dedication and sense of mission that takes them
from door to door in the face of ridicule and abuse. A
multi-million-voice Protestantism proclaiming the Good
News would do more to change the structures of society
than the power politics of super-churches.
If a return to the Spirit-filled basis of the early Church
and the Reformation would renew the church membership, a return to the prophetic stance of the Bible
would renew its ministers.
The minister has become a priestly organization man
who is concerned to maintain the status quo. Services
are held, programs run, d iverse elements incorporated
into the whole, and influence courted, and no one rocks
the boat. The great moan of today's minister is that
he is little more than fund-raiser, back-slapper, arbitrator, instigator, and promoter-that is, the conserver
and consolidator of the institutional church. In his way
he is not unlike the priestly element of the time of
Christ. This trend is rooted in the bureaucratic structure of the religious organization and is reflected in
the ecumenical approach.
JULY 8, 1966

He who would be prophetic chops away at the dead
wood of the Church. He breaks old molds. He cracks
ossified custom, so that new springs can break forth to
replenish arid lands. His message is authoritative
because it is based on the Word of God. Pronouncements on right-to-work laws, ·our involvement in Viet
Nam, recognition of Red China, and civil disobedience
are pronouncements of a priestly establishment. As
such they may be right or wrong, depending on the
viewpoint of the beholder, but they can hardly be called
prophetic.
The difference between the minister who would be
priest and he who would be prophet is evident in
preaching. The priest is concerned with ritual, the
prophet with preaching. For some time Protestantism
has suffered from an abdication of this prime source of
breakthrough. It is significant that in a time when the
free-church tradition is moving to more liturgical forms
of worship, the liturgical Roman church is stressing
more the preaching of the Word. But the Protestant
minister will not lead men into a spiritual breakthrough
until he himself can cry that the Spirit of the Lord is
upon him and woe is him if he preach not the Gospel.
The prophet is essentially a layman; the priest is part
of a hierarchy. The minister today faces the burden
of being a layman with professional training. On the
one hand, a priestly influence is at work that removes
him from the arena of life. He is set apart, often in
his own mind, from other mortals, as if he had a special
"in" with God. He is the shepherd. His word is
listened to, and often his word is law. On the other
hand, congregations tend to give more power and
responsibility to the minister than is good for either
of them. Pastors of churches across our land are forced
into a mold partly of their own choosing and partly
of their people's choosing. Add to this a hothouse
existence in which nearly all their work takes place in a
Christian context and the result is a priestly clergy.
Ministers must make a conscious effort to shed their
robes and mingle with men on the street.
The prophetic witness and the movement of the
Spirit are related; the former can cause the latter to
come into full force. Methodists look back to John and
Charles Wesley, Baptists to Roger Williams. History
appears to record that after the initial impact and
growth, institutionalization sets in with its consolidation
of gains and codification of doctrine. Christians become
accepted as the norm, and the Church becomes respectable.
Can the trend be reversed in American Protestantism?
The answer is uncertain. Yet of this we can be sure:
God's message of love in Christ for a lost world is not
dependent upon Baptists, Methodists, Presbyterians, or
any other group. He has raised up prophetic voices in
the past and will raise them up again. Spirit-filled
people will move into situations where there is a spiritual vacuum, and they will bring with them the scandal
that is Christ crucified and risen. But what sorrow will
fill our hearts if we ourselves are found unworthy to be
bearers of such a precious gift!
0
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EUTYCHUS and his kin
God bless you and good luck!
POMP AND

CIRCUMSTANCE

Nothing strikes terror to my heart more
than the sober strains of "Pomp and Circumstance"; for when I hear that, I
know that very shortly I shall have to
make a commencement address to a
high school or college audience. I can't
remember ever having marched in to the
beat of "Pomp and Circumstance," since
the speakers usually enter from the
wings; but it must be the perfect number
for marching-everybody is doing it.
If you haven' t done so recently, attend
three or four high school graduations
(I have just spoken at five) and ponder
the American Way of Life. Better than
that, ponder the American "Religion."
The whole graduation affair, wherever
it is held, has the characteristics of a
true religion. In the first place, it catches
the whole community. On this one occasion the speaker has an audience that
extends almost from the cradle almost to
the grave, and many of the listeners
haven' t heard a speech since last commencement time. Everybody is conditioned to feel comforting and comforted.
Here, at least, in the high school gymnasium, a man just knows that his
basic belief that education solves everything is going to have its hour of reassurance. The basic belief that differences
among religions do not make a whole
lot of difference is supported by the
other belief that our educational system,
at least, believes in "values"; and everybody believes also that values can hang
out in the air unrelated to other basic
commitments.
The sobriety of the occasion is almost
unnerving. The students march in with
a broken step (one of the worst inventions I can think of) and refuse to smile
from the time they come in until they
walk out again. They seem to be almost
paralyzed by the importance of the occasion and their part in it. Then it is
enlightening to observe what oonstitute
the "honors" of the class, and to listen
carefully to what is said.
The superintendent of schools will be
bound to say something that includes
"each and every one." And I'll never
forget that school superintendent who
16
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closed the evening by turning to the
seniors and saying, "And now, God bless
you and good luck." Something for
everybody!
EUTYCHUS II
POINT AND COUNTERPOINT

I have just had occasion to read with
some interest and edification your issue
(June 10) on the inner city. . . .
I have been moved to write, however,
on a matter of personal sensitivity. ...
I refer to the stereotype comment in the
threshold essay which uses the sentence,
"For every East Harlem Protestant Par-

WHAT IF •••

inner city, or any place else. It is my
firm conviction that the function of the
Church in the inner city is focused on
its calling to witness and service in the
name o,f Jesus Christ. I do not believe it
is biblically sound or pragmatically possible to make some separation of men
as material and spiritual, and then
attempt to deal with them in these two
segments . . . .
I have some feeling that in your essay
you are precisely concerned to enter
into parochialism and defensiveness, if
not to say unveiling a limited amount
of animosity.
G. W. WEBBER
Metropolitan Urban Service
Training Facility
New York, N.Y.
• The observations were based on a
statement from My People Is the Enemy,
by William Stringfellow, who wrote
after his personal experience in the East
Harlem Parish: "Befo.re the Gospel
could be preached and received by the
people of the slums, the way for the
Word had to be prepared by improving
the education of the people, renovating
their housing, finding jobs for them,
clearing the streets of garbage. . . ."
Upon accepting a post with Metropolitan Urban Service Training Facility, Mr.
Webber is reported as saying that the
project is moving "from saving people
to serving the world."-Eo.
THE CONFESSION OF '67

'The Church must break out of its coffee
house captivity and move out to the sub·
urbs where the people are.'

ish experiment conducted on the supposition that men must be socially and
economically uplifted before they can
recognize the relevance of and their
need for the Gospel. . .." I would be
most interested in knowing how, in anything that the East Harlem Protestant
Parish staff has done or written, one
could come to the conclusion that they
make this kind of unfortunate and
unbiblical distinction about the task of
Christian witness and service in the

Re the revised "Confessilon of 1967" :
Your news report (June 10 issue) indicates a bias, failing to report the conservative feeling held by a minority of
commissioners. Although the voice vote
was overwhelmingly in favor of the proposal, many commissioners were disheartened by the change of procedure
which prevented them from speaking
against the revised confession as a whole.
The revised confession as presented
by the "Committee of Fifteen" preserved
the integrity of the original proposed
confession and therefore is unacceptable
to many evangelicals. The 178th General Assembly has rejected the infallibility of the Bible and has gone on
CHRISTIANITY TODAY
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record as believing that there is no
system of doctrine ta ught in the Scriptures . . . . It rejected the . truth that the
Bible is the final authority in matters of
fa ith and practice.
I believe that if the average member
in the United Presbyterian Church is
aware of the content of the revised
confession, he will oppose it.
LEON F. WARDELL
Great Valley Presbyterian
Malvern, Pa.
As a commissioner to the General
Assembly in Boston, I was interested in
your comments on the changes in our
confession.
My views evidently are in a minority
position, even among the conservatives,
but I think they are worthy of consideration. We are not just add ing a new
confession, we are changing our whole
position; and this should be opposed in
presbyteries as a matter of principle.
A. CuLVER GoRDON
United Presbyterian Church
Paterson, N . J .
I should like to express my deepest
appreciation for the very accurate .. .
report dealing with my statement on the
floor of the UPUSA's General Assembly
at Boston concerning "The Confession
of 1967." Often my words have bee'n
quoted out of context so that they do
not convey my thoughts. Your reporting
d id not do that.
However, I feel compelled to elaborate upon my statement because such
a few words leave the door open for
possible misunderstanding of my theological position. My particular position
is not important. However, since I represent the campus ministry and this segment of our church is often thought of
as the " Young Turks of a most liberal
bend" by the rest of the church, let me
make my point clear. The paradox of
the situation is that my particular position regarding the words "are received
and obeyed as the word of God written"
as contained in the confession is conservative, I hold that it opens up our basis
of faith for the widest possible range
of liberal interpretat ions. I object to the
wording for this reason. In short, my
"liberal" position is far m'o re conservative than the so-called conservative
position. On the other hand , it can be
construed to mean biblical literalism,
which is a dead issue on campus. Such
vague a nd general statements should no
longer be tolerated in our day and
age. . . .
C . WILLIAM HASSLER
UCCF University Pastor
University of Montana
Missoula, Mont.
MISSOURI LUTHERANS AND THE NCC

In the April 25, 1966, issue of U.S.
News and World Report, Billy Graham
JULY 8. 1966

quotes CHRISTIANITY TODAY as saying
... "Another great denomination that's
not in the NCC is the Missouri Synod
(Lutheran) ."...
We are members of the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod and know that
this church body is affiliated with the
NCC in home missions, foreign missions,
social welfare, and the like.
In the Lutheran Witness (our publication) dated November 14, 1961, we
read, "Voting membership no longer
possible says Synod's Board." It was
due to pressure that the Synod's Board
decided to '·continue relationships with
the NCC on informal levels."
Missouri Synod has rejected all efforts
by its membership to sever all connections with the NCC at the 1961 conference and again in the 1965 convention
in Detroit. ...
M R. AND MRS. PERCY WRIGHT
Santa Rosa, Calif.
PLAYING FAIR

I was delighted (with] your editorial
"Honesty and the Offering Plate" ( May
27 issue). It is indeed very timely. I have
had similar experiences, with the offering minus the expense, and then not a
dime left for the guest speaker.
We are onl y a young and small
church, but we give the speaker $25.00
with no special offering. At least then
he does not go away empty-handed nor
with a dishonest 'offering.
PETER F. WALL
Faith Community Church
Palmdale, Calif.
The ethics of the representative who
"put twenty-five dollars in small bills in
the offering plate as an experiment" may
be compared to those of the congregation which kept back part of the price.
Your editorial must have been written
without too much thought.
TERRY TINGLEY
Baptist Youth Fellowship
Director
Saint John, New Brunswick
CHILEAN PENTECOSTALS

Your editorial ("Evangelicals in a
Corner?,'' May 27 issue) contains a
question addressed to the World Council
of Churches, referring to "the recent
exodus" of "the Pentecostals of Chile
from the conciliar movement."
Pastor Enrique Chavez Campos,
leader of the Pentecostal Church of
Chile, who is the president of the Council of Evangelical Churches of Chile,
told me in m y home on the night of
May 16, 1966, and has made the same
statement repeatedly and publicly in the
United States, that he has no intention
of his church leaving the World Council
of C hurches. Neither has there been any
indication that the Pentecostal Mission
Church of Chile, under the leadership
of the Rev. Victor Pavez Ortiz, is
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considering any change in its membership in the World Council of Churches.
EUGENE L. SMITH
Executive Secretary
World Council of Churches
New York, N. Y.

Why Can 't
You Control
Your Memory?
A noted publisher in Chicago reports
there is a simple technique for acquiring a powerful memory which can pay
you real dividends in both your personal and professional life.
According to this publisher, many
people do not realize how much they
could influence others simply by remembering accurately everything
they see, hear, or read. Whether at
social functions or even in casual conversations with new acquaintances,
there are ways in which you can dominate each situation by your ability
to remember.
T o acquaint the readers of this
magazine with the easy-to-follow
rules for developing skill in remembering names, places, figures, dates,
or even passages of literary content,
the publish ers have printed full details of their interesting self-training
meth od in a new book, "Adventures
in Memory," which will be mailed
free to anyone who requests it. No
obligation. Send your name, address,
an d zip code to: Memory Studies,
835 D iversey Parkway, Dept. H47B,
Chicago, 60614. A postcard will do.
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• Our information is that of some
1,200,000 Pentecostals in Chile, two
groups-one numbering 10,000 and another numbering 60,000-are now identified with the World O:mncil. . . . Our
comment was based on reports that the
latter group had decided to withdraw
from the WCC. Further inquiry indicates that the matter of its withdrawal
or non-withdrawal is scheduled for discussion in August. We are glad to publish Dr. Smith's comment on our erroneous phrase, "recent exodus."-Eo.
DIALO GUE:

DO VES AND

HAWKS

The moral cynicism of your editorial
on what the clergy should say to Viet
Nam-bound youth shocked me . . . .
Your advice ... sounded like that given
to Austrian clergy in World War II.
They were urged to say nothing that
would raise doubts in parishioners'
minds about the rightness of Hitler's
war, no matter what their personal convictions were. They too were urged to
tell their parishioners "what they want
to hear," namely, that government
orders for them to kill in battle repealed
the Scripture command, "Thou shalt not
kill." ...
Your motto would seem to be "Render unto Caesar what is Caesar's and
unto God whatever Caesar allows you
to render."
Delton, Mich.
MARCIUS E. TABER
It bothers me to hear people quoting
from the "Ten Commandments" when
the commandment does not apply to the
Viet Nam war. ...
Command after command is found in
Deuteronomy justifying conditions for
war. See 13:15: "Thou shalt surely
smite the inhabitants of that city with
the edge of the sword. destroying it
utterly . . ."; and 13:9: "But thou shall
surely kill him .. . ." We must remember that these commands were official
and not personal grudge. . . .
I see no reason to believe that the
sixth commandment can apply to our
condition in this war. It is evident from
Matthew 5: 18 that the moral law is still
in effect and will be as long as man
will be on this earth. The ceremonial
and the judicial will change as Jesus
taught.
L. E. NoRRIS
Norfolk, Neb.

The editorial brought up the question of
the commandment, "Thou shalt not
kill." I feel our servicemen could be
taught they may also be in combat to
help a defenseless neighbor, and to help

save his life and the lives of his family.
This neighbor may not even know he
needs defending. This neighbor may also
be 10,000 miles away.
VERNON STENBERG
Office of the Chaplain
LCDR, CHC,
Weapons Training Battalion
USNR
Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Never have I seen in my life such
outright and seemingly willful ignorance
in the quotation of the injunction "Thou
shalt not kill." If we take the commandment in its generalized sense as it appears
in the English translations, then we
would have no right to kill anyone or
anything. We would not be able to kill
animals for food . .. .
The Christian is subject to the edicts
of his government if he is a citizen of
that government. He is obligated to take
up arms if his government calls upon
him to do so, unless of course he be a
conscientious objector and feels that the
government's edict is contrary to the will
of God. The responsibility for the killing ·that the soldier or the policeman
might do falls to the government who
has issued him the authority and the
gun. This is killing but not murder.
Yes, I think that we should take literally and seriously the Old Testament
commandment "Thou shalt not murder."
ERNEST T. HARPER
United States Army
Captain
Asbury Park, N . J.
THE WINDS ARE B L OWI N G

The excellence of your May 27 issue
has caused me to overcome my distaste
for letter-writing. Dr. Berkouwer ("What
Conservative Evangelicals Can Learn
from the Ecumenical Movement")
spoke, I think, to the deepest instincts
of the Christian soul, and no pious
evasion can suffice to cloud the true
issue. The Holy Spirit will no longer
tolerate our rationalizations for our lovelessness and pride. May the winds of
the Spirit continue to blow over the
Church, and may we turn our face
J. R. MITCHELL
toward that wind.
Superintendent
Pennsylvania-New Jersey District
The Pilgrim Holiness Church
Allentown, Pa.
G OOD' S N OT C OD 'S

You noted, of course, the unfortunate
error in my book review on page 40
(May 27 issue), right column. The mistake was not mine. Correct "God's" with
"Good's" (E. M. Good, Stanford) . . . .
CLARK H. PINNOCK
New Testament Department
New Orleans Baptist Theol. Seminary
New Orleans, La.
JUST A COVE R-UP

More and more I am convinced that all
the publicity about ecumenism and
CHRISTIA~ITY
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about social action is just a cover-up
for our failure to take Christ at his word
and to preach the full Gospel [particularly healing] of his ministry. It takes
guts to lay the chips on the line, to
suffer the looks of scorn and the loneliness of silence, but I guess that is what
Christ warned us of. The churches that
do preach this Gospel are vital and
growing while we mainliners are slipping each year. There is restlessness and
discontent among most of our churches
today. Perhaps that restlessness grows
out of an unconscious realization that
we are hearing only part of the storythat Christ to be relevant must be relevant to all our needs and not just a
beautiful hope for the future.
ROBERT F. GALBREATH, JR.
New Wilmington, Pa.
S E X A P P EA L OR H EA RT APPEAL?

In this day of the "new morality," or,
as so appropriately suggested by Billy
Graham in World Aflame, the old
immorality or paganism revived, we use
all kinds of gimmicks supposedly to
reach people for Christ. I wonder if
our leaders are making a proper analysis of the types of appeals that are
being made . . . .
My reason for this grave concern
results from my first-hand knowledge
of a recent revival effort in which a
youth rally was planned . . . . I insisted
that my teen-age daughter attend for
the spiritual benefit I felt would result
from such an effort. To my amazement
the program began with a "rock 'n' roll''
number in which the rhythms of this
sexy fad were displayed by those who
presented it. The first three or four
numbers consisted of this type of music.
Later an effort was made to lead the
same group in singing "Amazing Grace"
and other spiritual hymns . As would be
expected the transition could not be
made. This particular meeting was a
dead one. I was broken-hearted and
somewhat angry.
I analyzed prayer fully the defenses of
those responsible . . .. I settled with this
answer: "Rock 'n' roll" and music of
this sort is purely sex appeal and that
is its sole appeal. ... This is not what
we need to reach our youth. There is
already a vast over-emphasis on this in
almost every walk of life. If we reach
our young people it must be with a heart
appeal. . . . The appeal of Jesus Christ
through the Holy Spirit with song, testimony, preaching, teaching, and good
Christian humor presented by an enthusiastic and dedicated Christian offers the
strongest appeal that one can use. . . .
I do not believe that anyone has ever
been won to Jesus Christ through sex
stimulation (as holy and sacred as this
can be in its proper place-marriage) .
Pepperton Baptist Church J. S. BROWN
Jackson, Ga.
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A Layman and His Faith

GOD IN PERSPECTIVE
UNREGENERATE MAN HAS ALWAYS BEEN

NURSERY MAID
A unique idea for church nurseries. More con·
venient and more economical, up to three cribs
may now be placed in the same area previously
required for one! A unit may be simply assembled with as many crib sections wide as
desired. Fool-proof gate slides overhead and
out of sight at a touch of your fingertip, slides
down as easily to stay firmly in place and safeguard baby. Made of smooth, satin-finish birch .
Nursery Maid cribs are available in "3-high"
and "2-high with storage below" unit. Prices
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at odds with God. From the day that he
heeded the cynical rejoinder, "Yea, hath
God said?," he has not ceased to question the Almighty.
Except for its tragic implications, such
an attitude would appear ludicrous. Can
the finite question the infinite? Can the
creature of time comprehend the Eternal
One? Can limited man judge the sovereign God? Can the created call to
account the Creator?
An objective contemplation of the
universe leads one to sense something of
its Creator. The immensity and order of
the creation stagger one's imagination;
they indicate the existence of Someone
great, wise, and powerful, bef'Ore whom
man should bow in worship.
But often man does not make this
response. He whose mind has never
grasped the reality of God-his power
and love, his justice and mercy, his
infinite capabilities and marvelous condescension-complains about and rebels
against this God who made him.
Many years ago I was examining with
a fluoroscope a Chinese man who had
received a chest wound in which it was
thought there might be a piece of metal.
The patient had loudly asserted his
poverty, and the examination was being
given without charge.
The fluoroscope did not reveal any
foreign material in the chest or lungs.
As I checked down toward the man's
waist, however, I saw, in his canvas belt,
about fifty silver dollars.
The divine X ray never fails in its
diagnosis and will even reveal the sins
a man says he does not have. So men
are exposed and judged by it. We read
in the letter to the Hebrews that "the
word of God is living and active, sharper
than any two-edged sword, piercing to
the division of soul and spirit, of joints
and marrow, and discerning the thoughts
and intenti'ons of the heart." Then we
are confronted with this sobering statement: "Before him no creature is hidden, but all are open and laid bare to the
eyes of him with whom we have to do"
(Heb. 4 : 12, 13, RSV).
Mechanical contrivances and scientific techniques can tell us much about
the physical condition of a person, but
only God knows the "thoughts and intentions of the heart." This should be a
frightening idea to all who have rejected
his redeeming grace.

David, by the Holy Spirit, speaks of
the deep truths of God. In the !39th
Psalm he tells us: "Even the darkness is
not dark to thee, the night is bright as
the day; for darkness is as light with
thee" (v. 12). The psalm ends with the
prayer, "Search me, 0 God, and know
my heart! Try me and know my
thoughts! And see if there be any
wicked way in me, and lead me in the
way everlasting!"
How strange that man should call
God in question. The Apostle Paul,
paraphrasing the words 'of Isaiah, says :
"Who are you, a man, to answer back
to God? Will what is molded say to its
molder, 'Why have you made me thus?' "
(Rom. 9 : 20).
Man's questioning of God stems from
his pride and unbelief. He forgets that
God has declared himself in terms that
preclude reasonable arguments. The
eternal nature of God is stated in many
ways, none more clear than, "Lord,
thou hast been our dwelling place in all
generations. Before the mountains were
brought forth, or ever thou hadst formed
the earth and the world, from everlasting
to everlasting thou art God!" (Ps.
90:1, 2) .
How can man, whose life is but a
breath, argue with the One who exists
from everlasting to everlasting?
The consistency of God should also
preclude foolish questions. He is always
the same. The Apostle James speaks of
"the Father of lights with whom there is
no variation or shadow due to change
[or inconsistency]" (Jas. 1 : 17) .
God revealed himself to Amos as the
"plumb-line God" whose righteousness,
holiness, justice, love, and mercy are
constant and consistent. How foolish it
is to question such a God.
Man is saved by faith, and that faith
is effective because of God's faithfulness. Baalam, inspired by the Lord, said
"God is not man, that he should lie, or·
a son of man, that he should repent.
Has he said, and will he not d'o it? Or
has he spoken, and will he not fulfill
it?" (Num. 23:19). The Apostle Paul
exclaims, " Let God be true though every
man be false, as it is written, 'That thou
mayest be justified in thy words, and
prevail when thou art judged' " (Rom.
3:4).
We are rightfully overwhelmed by the
multitude of known facts today. It is
said that 90 per cent of scientific know!CHRISTL\~ITY
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edge must now be stored away for the
future, because at present we have no
way to use it.
But what about the One who created
all things and the laws that govern
them? Man has not discovered anything
that God did not create, and he never
will. God is the ultimate source of
reference, the Creator of all truth and
knowledge. Man can only discover what
God has made. How can he hope to
argue effectively with the Creator?
The infinity of God and the finitude
of man are a fact from which man cannot escape. The difference between the
Creator and the created is pointed up in
Psalm 115 : 16: "The heavens are the
Lord's heavens, but the earth he has
given to the sons of men."
The majesty and power of God, as
well as his love, call us to worship him .
Overwhelmed by a revelation of God,
the Apostle Paul exclaims: "0 the depth
of the riches and wisdom and knowledge
of God! How unsearchable are his
judgments and how inscrutable his ways!
'For who has known the mind of the
Lord, or who has been his counselor?
Or who has given a gift to him that he
might be repaid?' For from him and
through him and to him are all things.
To him be glory forever" (Rom. 11:3336).
Job, catching a vision of God, asked,
"Can you find out the deep things of
Go.d? Can you find out the limit of the
Almighty?" (Job 11 :7).
Man must acknowledge that he is
very limited and that God is omnipotent,
omniscient, omnipresent, and sovereign.
For man either to question or to resist
will not change the fact , which he must
accept in humility and faith.
The steps to knowing and enjoying
God are wonderfully simple. First one
must believe that he exists; this is an
act of faith based on the irrefutable
facts of creation and life with which we
are surrounded. The Apostle Paul tells
us: "Ever since the creation of the world
his invisible nature, namely, his eternal
power and deity, has been clearly perceived in the things that h ave been
made" (Rom. 1 :20). Out of this step
of faith the Holy Spirit gives understanding, and things once an enigma fall
into place in the overall realizati:On of
God himself.
The second step is obedience. God
reveals himself not to satisfy our curiosity but to elicit our obedience. The
"heroes of faith" listed in the eleventh
chapter of Hebrews proved their faith
by their obedience to the God in whom
they believed.
Faith like theirs is available to all
who will humble themselves and turn
to God. When this is done, faith and
obedience assume their rightful place ill
the new relationship with the Eternal
God.
L. NELSON BELL
JULY 8, 1966
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T~~~cal Seminary
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IS A GOOD PLACE TO TRAIN MINISTERS
1. TEACHING ANCHORED TO GOD'S WORD
The Trustees and Faculty of the Seminary consider nothing to be
more basic to the training for the ministry than thorough study and
complete confidence in the Bible as the inerrant Word of God . All
courses taught at the Seminary are rooted and grounded in the Bible.
All teachers in the Seminary present their courses under the Scriptures
of the Old and New Testaments as basic authority.
2 . SOUND REFORMED DOCTRINE
The Reformed Theological Seminary is fully committed to the sound
doctrine of God's Word as excellently expressed in the Westminster
Confession of Faith and the Shorter and Larger Catechisms of the
Presbyterian Church, U . S., as originally adopted.
Every member of the Board of Trustees and every teacher is required
to sign initially and annually a statement affirming this position.
3. MORAL STANDARDS GEARED TO GOD'S COMMANDMENTS
The Seminary does not seek to make debaters or arguers of its
students. It seeks to build up and not to tear down. Along with doctrine, there must be Christian living and example. The Seminary is
completely committed to God's Commandments regarding Christian life
and morality. We are not ashamed to insist on God's Word as the
Standard for the minister's moral life. The so-called "New Morality"
has no place here in example or teaching.
4. THOROUGHLY EVANGELISTIC
No preacher of Christ has fulfilled his task unless he is an evangelist.
"Do the work of an evangelist, fulfill your ministry" (II Timothy 4:5).
Education is not enough. A minister must also have a passion for
the souls of men. Evangelism courses are required of all students.
Whatever subject is taught at the Seminary, evangelism is basic to it
and will always be in sight.
YOUR MONEY AND
PRAYERS ARE NEEDED
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with the purpose and goals
of the Seminary, please help
us with your gifts and your
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classes are scheduled to begin September 6, 1966. AP·
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EDITORIALS

The Confusion of Love and Justice
Nothing is so predictable about ecumenical social theory as its constant revision
The Protestant world will follow with e<J.ger interest
the WCC's World Conference on Church and Society,
to be hel~ July 12-16 in Geneva, Switzerland. Multitudes of concerned ministers and laymen hope that this
ecumenical conference will clearly disavow the socialist
speculations of ecumenical spokesmen in Christian
Social Ethics in a Changing World, edited by President
John Bennett of Union Theological Seminary.
CHRISTIANITY TODAY's criticism o£ the "responsible
society" projected by many ecumenical spokesmen today
does not arise out of the notion that the Christian religion requires some one type of society for its survival.
After all, Christianity outlasted the slave economy of
New Testament times and the feudalism of the Middle
Ages; even "Calvinistic capitalism" had roots in the
New Testament, and not the New Testament in capitalism. Our opposition to ecumenical "social planning"
arises from its neglect of essential Christian values.
First, many vocal ecumenical theorists today repudiate a commitment to principles and demand a situational ethic. But "unprincipled" has never been a word
of commendation and it is not one now. Christian
principles, and in fact the scriptural doctrines in
full, remain of fundamental importance to authentic
Christianity.
Second, the ecumenical advocates of socialism, despite
their heavily pragmatic approach, tend to ignore what
has happened when some variant o£ Marxism h as triumphed. In states of a socialist type, Christian values
are not widely accepted; as Professor Harry Aronson, of
the University of Lund, says about the situation in
Sweden, a socialist state: " 1ass culture appears to be
essentially materialistic.... The process must be labeled
as idolatry." In Communist countries, Christianity is
officially denounced and its adherents deprived of
natural rights.
Third, conciliar Christianity is increasingly involving
the corporate church in specific political and economic
commitments that fall outside its legitimate mission,
competence, and authority. This deviation is a consequence of the growing rejection of the Bible as Protestantism's sole authority. It is remarkable that many
ecclesiastical leaders so profoundly indignant over
laissez-faire capitalism should maintain laissez-faire atti22
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tudes toward Protestant theological deviation and moral
rebellion against biblical standards!
For the shaping of social structures, President Bennett
of Union promises revelational guidance of an ecclesiastical sort. This guidance "cannot be provided primarily by any general, rational set of values, but by
participation in the Koinonia, where-through word,
sacrament and interrelatedness-the concrete shape of
God's humanizing work in the world is becoming visible" (Christian Social Ethics in a Changing World,
ed. by John C. Bennett, Association Press, 1966, p. 40).
This kind of nebulous pipeline to heaven has in the
recent past achieved such conflicting ideas and ideals
that most laymen will surely be tempted to leave this
access to a few professional oracles, and even these
professionals may gain new sympathy for the dogma
of the infallibility of the pope (or at least of socialaction committees).
The socialist direction of this ecumenical deviation,
in its emphasis on the welfare state, is increasingly justified by a distortion of the biblical view of justice and
love. Among the flaws of ecumenical social ethics are its
ambivalent, even conflicting, notions of love and justice,
and of their relation.
In expounding Reformation theology, Protestant
leaders like Luther, distinguished between the "two
kingdoms" of creation and redemption: in the kingdom
of men, the Creator rules fallen humanity through
Caesar and the law by civil justice and order, whereas
in the Kingdom of God the Redeemer rules regenerate
believers through Christ and the Gospel by personal
faith and love. In the world at large, God achieves his
purposes through the state, by the enforcement of law
promotive of order and justice. But within the "new
brotherhood" or community of the Church, Christ's law
of love takes precedence over all juridical relationships
and is decisive in personal neighbor relationships. By
the preserving instrumentality of just laws, sinful society
is to be conformed to God's created orders, and by the
regenerating power of the Gospel of Christ, sinful men
are to be personally transformed. The established social
structures-marital, economic, and political-are the
Creator's dikes against sin, and Christians are ideally to
live within them in obedience to God's commandments.
CHRISTIANITY TODAY

Today the very content of justice is being widely
revised. Protestant socialistic theorists admit that Luther
did not include as a part of Christian social responsibility-as they do-the ecclesiastical transformation of
the structures of society. Most ecclesiastical champions
of the socialist restructuring of society contend that the
proposed changes point toward God's justice. But while
the Christian Scriptures exalt justice and assail injustice,
the Bible nowhere advocates Marxist theory.
The attempt to derive a Christian ethic of justice
from the love-commandment has characterized ecumenical social theory since the Oxford Conference of 1937.
In the early twentieth century, optimistic modernists
sought to expound Christian social ethics from the
Sermon on the Mount alone, and they often reduced its
essentials to love of neighbor and human brotherhood.
But the reality of evil demanded increasing recognition
by modern theology. Soon the difficulty of any direct
universal application of the love-commandment became
apparent, and the need of justice as a social criterion
was re-emphasized. But, enamored of socialism, ecumenical social ethics more and more advocates translating love into justice, while scriptural precepts
whereby justice is authentically defined are largely
ignored. The ·Bible views property rights as personal
rights; socialist theory contrasts them and presumes to
elevate personal rights, but often simply substitutes
one class of injustice for another.
The Oxford Conference (1937) extended the principle of love beyond the sphere of personal relations
and defined the social task as the Christian use of the
"principle of justice, as the relative expression of the
commandment of love in any critique of economic,
political and social institutions." Its net outcome in
subsequent ecumenical theory was that socialism was
assimilated to justice, then sanctified by the lovecommandment, without any biblical authority whatever
for this perverse authentication.
Encouraged by the universalism implicit in Karl
Barth's theology, some expositors view the law as a
"shadowy Gospel" and the state as a parable of the
Kingdom of God. Under this ideological canopy, they
sometimes contend that the state functions analogically
to the church and that it should secure the goals of
brotherly love through legal compulsion. In the view of
Roger Mehl, "In p lace of the person-to-person relationship, which may be called the short or direct relationship,
it substitutes the long or indirect relationship: that is
to say, it organizes systems of mutual help, of social
security, of social services, which function anonymously,"
so that men are helped "not by personal initiative but
by virtue of legislation of universal application" (in
Christian Social Ethics in a Changing World, pp. 54 f.).
In the same book Professor ·wendland connects the
commandment of love for neighbor with the "responsible society" and insists that this command imposes a
humanitarian demand for the universal welfare of man
that the Church (the "ecumenical brotherhood of the
churches") must pr omote (ibid.; p. 142). Love of neighbor, we are told, is mere abstract idealism unless it
JULY 8, 1966

issues in "social humanness," that is, in secular cooperation for social welfare (p. 147). "A church that restricted
its preaching of the gospel to individuals would be contemptuous of the real man who is entwined with
society.... The concepts developed by Christian social
teaching today are nothing but an expression of simple
obedience to God's love of the world" (p. 150). Evangelical Christians are apt to find such expositions of
John 3: I 6 ingenuous. Wendland does indeed grant that
the combination of "brother love" and law that blends
into socio-ethical demands lacks salvation character,
and that "these demands do not effect any 'social
redemption'" (p. 151). But he nonetheless views the
social-ethical demands of neighbor love, identified with
a partnership-society; as "commanflments of grace for
secular existence in society" (p. 152).
The Roman Catholic Professor Janssens of Belgium
tells us that justice imposes certain minimum requirements on society, but that it is nonetheless dynamic and
changeable. "W'hat becomes socially possible at a given
moment, in view of the level of culture already reached,
is, by that very fact, required by justice" (p. 171).
But the Lutheran Professor Aronson of Sweden warns
against dialogue on "justice and love" on a humanist
basis-as if it were a matter of indifference whether one
believes that God rules the world by law, or holds a
humanist view of man as the idealistic core of welfare
theology (p. 262). Whenever the Church speaks as
Church, he insists, the main theme is not the relationship of man to man; rather, specific issues and objectives
of social action are transferred to the realm of law and
Gospel, and the relationship is viewed in the light of
man's relationship to God and to his righteousness and
love. Through God's revelation of his · love in Christ
and in personal commitment to him, "human love and
justice are finally to be understood" (p. 263).
This last point is important. What gives Christianity
its distinctive position over against humanism is precisely this-that God has been pleased to reveal himself
in Christ, and this revelation is normative. Man is not
the measure of things. He is to be guided by God's
revelation, not by subjective standards of his own.
0

"History shows that the thought of Christ on the
Cross has been more potent than anything else in
arousing a compassion for suffering and indignation
at injustice. • . . The later Evangelicalism, which
saw in the death of Christ the means of free salvation for fallen humanity, caused its adherents to
take the front rank as champions of the weak•••.
The humanitarian tendencies of the nineteenth century, which, it is hut just to admit, all Christian
communities have fostered, and which non-Christian
philanthropists have vied with them in encouraging,
are among the ·greatest triumphs of the power and
influence of Christ."- F. J. FoAKES-JACKSON in
Cambridge Theological Essays ( ed. by H. B. Swete),
pp. 512 ff.
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Call to World Evangelism
This is no time to slacken the evangelistic outreach of the Church
Imagination boggles at what the Apostle Paul would
make of the modern Church if he were to appear among
us. He would find much to amaze him and not a little
to dismay. High on his list would surely be our attitude
toward evangelism.
Evangelism is not a game that those who like that
sort of thing may play. It is not an extra for the unusually devout. It is an obligation resting on every member
of the body of Christ. It is a duty that arises out of the
nature of the Christian Gospel and does not rest solely
on the last command of Christ (important though that
was). Once God sent his only Son to the world, and this
Son died on a cross to put away the sins of men. Since
none less than God is involved, the action cannot be
regarded as of merely local significance. And since the
salvation that Christ brought about is not meant for
any restricted group, Jews or anyone else, since there
is no salvation in any other, the news of that salvation
must be taken throughout the world. How else is the
world to know what God has done? The Christian
Gospel carries a built-in demand that it be taken to all
mankind.
This was better understood by a previous generation.
We today are apt to look back pityingly on the men
who adopted slogans like, "The evangelization of the
world in this generation," or "Evangelize to a finish
to bring back the King." But they had a consuming
passion for souls that puts our tepid generation to
shame. We no longer sing with deep emotion.
Far, far away, in heathen darkness dwelling
Millions of souls for ever may be lost.
But we might well ask whether we measure up to the
men who did.
Their convictions gave them drive. They carried
on a missionary endeavor seldom if ever paralleled in
the history of mankind. The last century, called by
Kenneth Scott Latourette "The Great Century," witnessed a flowering of missionary and evangelistic zeal
that any generation could be proud to claim.
True, the situation has altered radically. Missionaries
can no longer go into certain countries. Ancient religions that earlier appeared moribund have been revived.
Islam still presents a solid wall of opposition (though
with one or two perhaps significant cracks). The overthrow of colonialism and the emergence of nationalism
have often generated a heat against all foreigners, mis24
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sionaries included. Much of the educational and medical service that used to be the special preserve of the
Church now rests securely in government hands. In
the more restricted sphere that is still allowed missionaries, they must often walk delicately. They are learning,
sometimes painfully, to work under the direction of
nationals who are not always wise.
But when full allowance has been made for all this,
it is still true that today is no time to slacken the
evangelistic outreach of the Church. Although some
doors of opportunity have closed, more are open than
the Church is using effectively. And control by nationals,
though it sometimes brings frustration and difficulty,
more often gives the preaching of redemption an indigenous and effective turn.
Modern developments in communication present
today's missionary with opportunities previously undreamed of. Radio waves know no frontiers and can
carry the Gospel to places the missionary could never
penetrate. Many a missionary can now through one
broadcast reach more people than Jesus spoke to during
his whole life.
This is the era of the printed page. Millions are
streaming out of the darkness of illiteracy and demanding something to read. Where the Church responds
adequately, what it produces is read avidly. And, like
the radio wave, the printed page will penetrate where
its author cannot. Moreover, it has an advantage over
the spoken word in that it remains with the reader and
can be read again and again.
An area that has so far been little explored is the
usefulness to the missionary effort of scientific aids like
the computer. Yet it is already obvious that they will
be very valuable. Computers can store up the accumulated experiences of missionaries in widely separated
areas and periods and relate them to one another. In
time, computers may well be used to indicate lines of
activity that are likely to prove fruitful.
New avenues of approach are open. Christians in the
Peace Corps have the opportunity for indirect witness,
while others who serve in their professional capacities
in non-Christian countries are usually free to engage in
direct evangelism. In areas where the Church is suspect,
such approaches are often acceptable.
It cannot be denied that, while the difficulties are
formidable, the opportunities before this generation
CHRISTIANITY TODAY

are great. It is accor dingly important that we realize
our responsibility. Today's heathen were not reached
by previous generations of missionaries and will not
be reached by any following ones. Only Christians now
alive can evangelize this generation. It is we who must
make the effort and do so now.
Some deepening of concern for evangelism is evident.
The Wheaton Congress on the Church's Worldwide
~Iission was a notable event whose repercussions will
be felt for a long time. The World Congress on Evangelism to be held in Berlin later this year is further
evidence of this concern. Leaders in evangelism from
all over the world will gather to consider what can best
be done to present the Gospel now. In the providence
of God, this may well provide the charge needed to
galvanize God's people into the activity that the present
situation demands. The very holding of such a congress will focus attention on the importance of this
aspect of the Church's responsibility. But only the efforts
of Spirit-filled men " ·ill discharge it.
0
THE RADIANT JOY OF FAITH

G. A. Studdert-Kennedy, a British chaplain in World
War I, wrote a poem beginning, " Our Padre were a
solemn bloke/ We called 'im Dismal Jim." But it is
not only "Dismal Jim" who understands Christianity
as a gloomy affair. To many church members, Sunday
worship is a grim sort of thin~r They don uncomfortable
"Sunday clothes" and get themselves into a decently
uncomfortable frame of mind. They take themselves
off to a severe building, dim and gloomy inside, with
decently uncomfortable pews.
Caricature? Yes. But caricature is the exaggeration
of something real. For most of us there is something
gloomy about things ecclesiastical.
The origin of this idea is a bit of a mystery. Certainly the New Testament is not the source. It is interesting to observe that little children were found near
Jesus. When he wanted to illustrate a point in a sermon,
he "took a little child." He did not have to send for
one; one was there. It is hard to think of children
clustering round i\Iohammed or Buddha. But they came
to Jesus. Now, children do not hide their real feelings,
and they do not like gloomy, solemn people. The
personality of Jesus as revealed in the Gospels was
attractive. He enjoyed life. He was a popular dinner
guest. Ordinary people gladly listened when he spoke.
And what he began his followers carried on. The
word "joy" and its derivatives occur with startling frequency throughout the New Testament. The Greek
word for "grace" is akin to joy and might even be defined as "that which causes joy." One of the words for
forgiveness comes from the same root. Forgiveness is a
happy thing.
A Christian as the New Testament describes him is a
man with a zest for living. So exhilarated were the disciples when the Spirit of God came upon them that
some thought they were drunk. Their joy did not arise
from having an easy and comfortable life. When Paul
and Silas were beaten, thrown into jail, and their feet
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put in the stocks, they sang at midnight. "Under the circumstances ... " we sometimes say in considering a situation. But the first Christians were not "under" the
circumstances; they had learned to be on top of them.
They lived lives of compelling· joy, savoring day by day
the sheer thrill of being Christ's.
i\len today have forg·otten that the Christian life is
a zestful life. One of the devil's best propaganda jobs
is convincing people that life, to be really enjoyable,
must have a tinge of naughtiness. Goodness is insipid;
a "do-gooder" is a kill-joy. l\Iany are convinced that
those of the last generation made life a misery for themselves and their neighbors by being too much caught up
"·ith religious regulations, mostly of a "don't do that"
Yariety. So they have thrown off restraints and persuaded
themselves that license leads to happiness.
But the truth is, as C. S. Lewis said, that the devil
never invented a single pleasure. Any " pleasure" in sin
is a perversion of the true pleasure that comes from
walking in the ways of God. Healthy eating· and drinking, for example, result in simple and wholesome pleasure. The gluttony to which Satan tempts men does not
bring new pleasures. It dilutes old ones and introduces
new miseries of its own.
Many today identify the serious with the dull. Yet the
really serious things of life are not dull. The scientist
given over singlemindedly to his research is engaged in
a very serious quest. But he is not bored. H e is rather
supremely satisfied, and cannot imagine himself in a
"·hirl of activities pursuing only personal pleasures.
That for him "·otdd lead straight to frustration and
boredom.
And that is where many of us are going. ' ·Ve are made
for God and delude ourselves if we think otherwise.
Christians live according to their Maker's specifications. This is what gives them their drive and their joy
of living. They do not waste energy in aimless performance of tasks they were not designed to do. In the service of God their instincts and abilities and energies find
proper outlet. They have life and they have it more
abundantly-and joyously.
0
WATER I S NO LUXURY

Luxuries are often confused with necessities in our culture, and so we lose sight of what is really indispensable
to life. Men can live without wall-to-wall carpeting,
split-level houses, television sets, and automobiles. But
no man can live without water.
An article in the Saturday Evening Post is captioned,
" Our Dying Waters." The title, while shocking, tells the
truth. Few industrialized nations have been more generously endowed with water resources than the United
States; yet no such nation of modern times has defiled
these resources more extensively.
Because our editorial offices are in Washington, we
are well aware of the pollution of the Potomac as it
flows by the District of Columbia. And what has happened to this beautiful river is happening to hundreds
of others in America, including the mighty i\lississippi,
which some now call " the colon of mid-America." The
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contamination of our 11·atcrs is more than an aesthetic
matter. A dirty river docs not simply defile the landscape; it also menaces life and health.
' Vhy arc rivers being turned into sc,rers and subsurface 11·aters being ruined b) pollutants? As with most
human problems, the answer goes back to sin-in this
case selfishness and irresponsibility. Disposing of wastes
b)' dumping them into the waterways of the nation
may be cheap, but it is also deadly.
God commanded Adam to subdue and cultivate the
earth, not to despoil and ruin it. It becomes a matter
of Christian as well as national concern when our physical environment is progressively spoiled through a
callous disregard of the responsibility to preserve and
pass on undefiled our God-given natural resources.
Surely the time is long overdue for Americans, and especially Christians, who ought to exercise their stewardship of God's creation, to wake up and do something
about the pollution of our waters.
0
THE WORLD CONGRESS AND THE CHURCHES

The " 'oriel Congress on Evangelism this fall "·ill bring
1,200 delegates and observers to the Kongresshalle in
Berlin, that frontier between two diverse worlds. If this
congress is to be more than just another meeting, it must
make its influence felt in the churches around the world.
The congress itself, "·bile of great importance, will
chiefly be a summons to action . Out of it must come the
clear sound of the trumpet calling and enlisting men
and leading to the renewal of evangelism among the
people of God.
Those who cannot go to Berlin can still do much to
support the congress and to appropriate its benefits for
themselves and their churches. The first thing is to pray
not only for the congress but alw for renewed spiritual
life in all the churches.
Secondly, churches might well hold an "Operation
Andrew" campaign during the period when the congress
is in session, October 26 to N ovcm bcr 4. Let ever) Christian determine to witness to at least one person a day.
Let him hand out tracts or Bible portions. Let him tell
others what Christ has done for him and means to him.
Let these autumn days be a time of rejoicing in the
Lord.
Thirdly, let ministers preach on personal witnessing
and tell their members what they ought to do and how
to do it. Then let them lead their flocks by doing it
themsc l ves.
Fourthly, ministers can acquaint their congregations
'rith the pri?e-"·inning hymn on evangelism (printed in
this issue of the magazine along with the hymns that
received honorable mention).
The Berlin congress comes at a good time. Vacations
"·ill be over, and people will be preparing for the winter
routine. They should have something to reach out for,
an objective to attain, a height to climb. The fellowship
of Christians transcends the barriers oE space and time,
and if all will work together this planet can be shaken
for Christ in 1966. This is one way all Christians can
demonstrate their unity, that the world may believe. D
26
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PRACTICAL EVANGELISM

The recent death of Professor F. Kiss of Hungary
removed one of Eastern Europe's most distinguished
Christians. For fifty-two years he had lectured as an
expert in anatomy. Converted at the age of thirty, he
traveled widely, both as a representative of the Free
Churches of Hungary and in connection "·ith his profession. He was to have delivered an address at the
forthcoming 'Vorld Congress on Evangelism in Berlin,
and "·c herewith share some of his prepared comments.
"The first Christian evangelistic effort took place in
Jerusalem on the day of Pentecost. The evangelist was
the Apostle Peter, and his audience inhabitants of
Jerusalem and other Jews "·ho had made a pilgrimage
there from all parts of the empire. Those same people
who had so recently cried out, "Crucify him!," now
heard a message about the crucified Jesus and learned
that they bore the main guilt for the crucifixion.
"There are ten important points. Peter referred to
J csus' mission, to the guilt of those who rejected him,
to the resurrection, to the gift of the Holy Spirit, and
to God's exaltation of Jesus. Finally he called for
repentance and baptism. The results were true conversions, the linking of new believers in a spiritual
fello"·ship, and a sharing of material resources. The
risen Jesus put his seal on this by adding new believers
daily.
"1 can suggest nothing better than that ,\·here possible we return to this first evangelistic effort as our
pattern. I am well aware that many today consider
the message of Peter, and present-day evangelism with
it, to be drunkenness and folly. Among them the most
dangerous are those liberal professors of theology and
critics of the Bible ·,rho through their speaking and
"Titing deny the divine authority of holy Scripture and
of Jesus, God's Son become man. For1y years ago Sadhu
Sundar Singh referred to such men as those who 'hang
themselves with the rope of unbelief on the tree o(
knowledge.' That is still tragically possible today."
0
W . E. HOCl<ING' S DEATH

The death of"' · E. Hocking at 92 ends the long career
of an influential philosopher of religion whose writings
widened the sway of post-Hegelian idealism in American Protestantism. Hocking taught at California, Yale,
and Harvard universities, all centers of philosophical
idealism in the forepart of this century.
His work on Th e M eaning of God in Human Experience deplored the decline of reason in religious experience. But it broadly anticipated two facets of later
existential thought: that the "1" and "Thou" arc inseparable in experience, and that God is disclosed not
only in the universal but also in the particular. 'Vhilc
Hocking avoided existentialist irrationalism, his rationalistic and syncretistic approach obscured the full claim
of special revelation and redemption .
Hocking's visit to the Far East resulted in Re-thinhing
111issions, a Laymen's Report later indicted for its weak
sense of "apostolic consciousness" and its absence of a
demand for universal conversion.
0
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Preaching is a very difficult assignment. Seated before the pulpit are the
child who must be fed on the "milk of
the Word," the inquiring teen-ager and
college student, the person with several
academic degrees, the widow or widower,
the harried homemaker, the middle-ager
in a busy, productive life. There are
the aged, some of whom feel that death
is imminent. There are the ailing, who
need the strength from the Word to
endure. There are the burdened, who
want to find God's solution to their
problems. There are the defeated, the
depressed, the disappointed, the bereaved,
the lonely. All of these sit before the
speaker and wait eagerly for the Word
to apply to their particular situation.
And there are more: those who doubt
that the Word could have meaning for
them; those who feel that the teachings
of Jesus Christ are not practical for a
hurry-scurry world; those who are asking, "What must I do to be saved?"
And there are the indifferent, the selfrighteous, the complacent, all of whom
must be aroused to their spiritual poverty. So the list goes on. And the
preacher, by the Spirit's guidance, must
try to reach the hearts of all. He cannot, of course, in one sermon cover the
topics most important to all the various
listeners; but in his pulpit program for
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the season he should endeavor to do so.
This takes preparation. And, as I
see it, the first step in preparation is
prayer. No preacher dare attempt to be
God's mouthpiece without first recognizing the high and holy privilege that
is his and then in humility asking for
the Holy Spirit's help in delivering God's
message.
He is now ·ready to begin. He needs
a systematic preaching course in order
to bring a coordinated, unified thought
to his people. An excellent way to
accomplish this is to follow one of the
many series of suggested texts for the
church year as an aid in declaring "all
the counsel of God" (Acts 20:27). In
my preaching I find myself partial to
using free texts, because this enables me
to give recognition to special occasions.
Having chosen the text, I proceed
with the following steps:
1. Study the text in the original.
Obviously, this is basic in sermon preparation. Sometimes the translations do
not convey the exact meaning of a word
in the original language, or the intent
of a phrase as it refers to or hinges upon
what comes before or after it. The
Hebrew and Greek versions of Scripture bring the meaning into focus.
2. Find the central thought. What
does the verse of Scripture say? Is the
central thought one of comfort, of
admonition, or of direction for life?
The central thought or theme of the
sermon ought to summarize the scriptural text.
3. Develop an outline. To present a
coordinated, unified sermon that develops the text and reaches a goal, one
needs an outline. Otherwise the sermon
may degenerate into an off-the-cuff
recital of platitudes that start nowhere
and end in the same place. As I work
on the outline, I keep in mind four
questions: (a) What does the text say?
(b) What does the text say to me? (c)
How do I apply it to myself? (d) How
do I apply it to the hearers?
4. Read. When the outline is completed, I usually lay it aside for several
hours or a day. Then I begin a reading
program-commentaries and other Bible
helps, the context of the text and para!-
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lost."
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TURNING POINT

ST. AMBROSE BARS THE DOOR . • •
The year was 390 A.D. Theodosius, the last strong emperor in
the \'Vest, murdered 7,000 citizens in an effort to crush civil opposition. T he basic question was clear cut: was th e emperor above
t he law or subject to the Christian obligations of all men?
The answer took courage. At the Church in Milan, St. Ambrose
barred the door to the emperor. Ambrose could have been killed,
but h is courage won the day. The emperor turned and walked
away, accepting his punishment.
Today, just as then, it takes courage to be a minister; it takes
courage to raise a family and protect them. For that reason Presbyterian Ministers' Fund offers all Protestant ministers maximwn
permaneut life insurance protection at lower rates than any other
life insurance company of any kind. \'\'rite for details.
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lei Scri pture passages, il lustrative aids,
sometimes a sermon or two on t he text,
and a concordance.
5. Write the sermon. I usually l ike
to do this in one sitting, as the insp iration comes. If there are no interruptions, this is a pleasant task. When the
hour seems right, the telephone does not
ring, and psychological forces are in my
favor, words come rapidly. Unfortunately, it does not always happen this
way.
6. Lay the sermon aside. After the
first draft is finished, I give it time to
undergo what I call the "simmering
process." I know that new thoughts and
improvements will suggest themselves
as I go about my other pastoral duties.
7. Review, refine, revise, polish. This
sometimes takes longer than the first
writing. At this stage I try to keep a
number of questions in mind: Have I
developed the text? Have I kept in
mind the needs of the people who will
be listening? ls there something in the
sermon that can be an aid to spiritual
growth among all age groups? Have I
kept in mind the delivery? Have I
chosen words that clarify the central
thought? Do I need an anecdote to
clarify a point? Do I need to rewrite
a paragraph to provide an emotional
appeal to sustain the interest? Are any
words unnecessary?
8. Commit the sermon to memory. If
the background was well laid and the
writing done carefully, memorizing is no
great problem. But I do spend time at
it, so that while preaching 1 will not
stray away from the theme.
9 . Deliver the sermon. Before I enter
the pulpit, I turn again to God in prayer,
a king that the Holy Spirit use me to
present what he wants said clearly a nd
effectively. I feel I must be personally
involved while I preach. The worshiper
may not always be aware of all the
theological and homiletical niceties that
have gone into a sermon, but he knows
whether or not the preacher is getting
through to him. I avoid using the pronoun "you" and use instead "we." I,
too, am a sinner "standing in the need
of grace"; a holier-than-thou attitude
has no place in the pulpit.
10. Pray with thanksgiving. When the
sermon is concluded and I return to the
clergy pew, I thank God for having used
me and plead that the message will
work effectively in the hearts of those
who have heard it.
This, then, is my preaching practice.
I am certai n that I have brought few if
any new thoughts to the readers of this
column; but if I have helped a bit to
strengthen any of my brethren in their
approach to their sermonic duties, I
shall be gratefuL-THE REv. PAUL G.
STEPHAN, Trinity Lutheran Church, Des
Moines, Iowa.
CHRISTl \:'\'lTY TOD \Y

often evoke the name of Calvin in support of their particular positions. This
volume makes it very clear that the
demand for secularization of the Church,
and for its entrance into the various
Books in Review
political, social, and economic controversies of our day, can no longer be
supported by an appeal to Calvin or to
the example of the church in Geneva.
On the other hand, this volume offers
valuable support for those who argue
No Graven Image, by Elisabeth Elliot (Harper &
for the spirituality of the Church in the
Row, 1966, 244 pp., $3.95), is reviewed by Harold
spirit of Thomwell and Dabney. The
Lindsell, associate editor, CHRISTIANITY TODAY.
problems discussed by the pastors of
Betty Elliott passed through the fires into shock and dies horribly. With this Geneva are a far cry from those today
of testing-her husband was martyred Margaret's world crashes at her feet. occupying attention in the assemblies of
by the Auca Indians. He found deliver- She is driven into despair and intro- churches that claim to be Reformed
ance in death, but she remained to seek spective analysis. How could God let and in the National Council of Churches.
her own deliverance in life. That it has this happen to her? How could be allow One hunts in vain throughout this volnot come easily is seen in this novel the death of this Indian to whom she ume for pronouncements by the Geneva
about missionary life. Some readers will bad come to minister? And the answer pastors on political, social, or economic
assume that the main character, Mar- emerges: Men cannot tell God how to matters. They were mainly concerned
garet Sparhawk, reflects Betty Elliot's act; be works sovereignly. We are to with preserving the independence of the
own experience. Probably they will be worship and serve. Results belong to church in Geneva and its spiritual duties
him, not to us.
from the encroachments of the Council
only partly wrong.
No Graven Image is one of the better of Two Hundred and the Council of
Mrs. Elliot traces the spiritual pilgrimage of Margaret from conversion to modern Christian novels. It says some Sixty.
Throughout the Register there is evimission field and service. Along the way bard things and says them vigorously.
she paints what is often an unpretty pic- There is no padding, no fluff, no wan- dent a great concern for the theological
ture of evangelical life. The picture dering from the subject at hand. The and spiritual purity of the Reformed
could only have come from personal characters are real. Even the visiting church, not only in Geneva but in the
experience, and with notable insight she clergyman, camera in hand, making a other city-states as well. The Geneva
has captured the idiosyncratic-the warts one-day stand to snap pictures to acti- pastors' main concern was the advanceand bumps. "Are evangelicals really like vate his congregation at home, crackles ment of the Kingdom of God on earth,
that?" everyone will ask. We can only with life. There is no Grace Livingston and they spent little time on those
hope that the kind she singled out are a Hill aura about the book. It is a solid, trivial questions that consume so much
time in modern church assemblies.
minority. Yet surely evangelicals are well-written piece of fiction.
Margaret Sparhawk finally puts the
This record also makes it clear that
mature enough to face their own shortcomings and to see in what the author pieces together and gets an answer, a Calvin and his fellow pastors were
depicts something of themselves, not believable and adequate answer, to her keenly aware that both church and state
spiritual quest. This reader, at least, were divinely ordained for their respecsimply of others.
However tangled her motives may was left with the feeling that the author tive tasks, and that their powers were
have been, and however inadequate her placed the right answer in Miss Spar- therefore different. Each was to work
insight, Margaret Sparhawk went to her hawk's mouth, but he bas a haunting within its divinely assigned sphere of
Indians in Latin America in purity of doubt whether the author herself bas power and responsibility. In Geneva
heart and singleness of devotion. Her settled for that answer.
this biblical ideal was at times subjected
liAROLD LINDSELL
missionary life was somewhat atypical
to a severe strain. Particularly troublethrough no fault of her own. She labored
some was the question whether the right
of excommunication was held by the
alone and therefore could not compen- REQUIRED READING
sate for her lack of adequate advance The Register of the Company of Pastors spiritual or the secular power. When the
preparation with the companionship of of Geneva in the Time of Calvin, edited Councils of Two Hundred and Sixty
experienced missionaries. This difficulty, and translated by Philip Edgcumbe finally decided that this power belonged
added to the normal lot of missionaries, Hughes (Eerdmans, 1966, 380 pp., to the Church, a mighty victory was
she faced bravely and with dignity. The $12.50), is reviewed by C. Gregg Singer, won for the biblical doctrine of the spirreader will not be shocked to hear her chairman, Department of History, Ca- ituality of the Church.
say "Damn it" under her breath when tawba College, Salisbury, North Carolina.
This volume reveals both a Calvin
she breaks a fingernail; nor will he fail
and a Geneva quite different from those
Seldom bas any volume of Calvinistic presented in most recent histories of the
to understand her neurotic guilt when
she reacts to her "sin." Honest evangeli- literature bad a more timely appearance Reformation by liberal writers. Geneva
cals will have to admit that they have than tbis one, a monumental record of is seen fighting for its life against relentbeen guilty of far worse lapses than an the meetings and decisions of the Geneva less political and ecclesiastical enemies
under-the-breath damn.
pastors from 1546 to 1564. It is timely while the church struggles to maintain
The climax of the book comes when because it speaks to Christendom in its biblical purity. Yet the Register
Margaret, part missionary and part general, and particularly to churches reveals a Christian charity and a sincere
physician as so many missionaries are, claiming the Reformed system of doc- desire to see that even the most hardis called upon to do something for a trine, on many of the issues now disturb- hearted and rebellious opponents of the
sick Indian. In her desire to help she ing the peace of the Church. In today's new order are brought to repentance.
injects penicillin into a man who will controversy over the relations of church Of particular interest is the record of
undoubtedly die without medical help. and state and over how and to what the disputation between Servetus and
He had taken the drug before with no extent the Church should involve itself the pastors of Geneva, in which Servetus
adverse reaction, but this time be goes in secular matters, the various parties clearly proves he is guilty of the charge
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of heresy and even of apostasy. And it
is Servetus who uses coarse and unchristian language, not Calvin and his
fellow pastors.
Equally important is the picture of
Calvin himself. Rather than the c<>ld,
hard-hearted person he is often thought
to have been, he appears on these pages
as a pastor and teacher dearly loved by
those who knew him best and held in
high esteem not only in Geneva but
throughout Switzerland and in other
parts of Europe as well. The tribute his
fellow pastors paid him just after his
death, when they were faced with the
need to choose his successor, is a very
moving testimony to him.
This reviewer would recommend that
every delegate to church assemblies be
asked and even required to read this
volume. If this were done, pronouncements issued by the churches and by
the National Council of Churches would
change radically. As a matter of fact,
if the National Council of Churches
were to take this volume seriously, it
would be led to conclude that it has no
right to exist.
C. GREGG SINGER
SUCCESSFUL TEXT

An Introduction to Christianity, by Robert T. Anderson and Peter B. Fischer
(Harper & Row, 1966, 234 pp., $4.95),
is reviewed by Addison H. Leitch, professor of philosophy and religion, Tarkio
College, Tarkio, Missouri.
Robert T. Anderson is associate professor of religion and Peter B. Fischer
professor of humanities and religion at
Michigan State University. Each writes
some of the chapters of this book, and
the introductory chapter is a joint enterprise. Yet the whole work has a unity
of purpose and a singleness of style.
Since the authors teach in a state university, the book is also characterized by
a carefulness in polemics; indeed, if
there is a weakness, it lies in the authors'
unwillingness to say very much "for
sure" about the Christian faith.
Yet the book does stay within the
position the authors express in their
preface: "The purpose of this book is
to present the doctrines of the major
Christian faiths to an audience not
necessarily familiar with any of them... .
In selection of opinions it tries to avoid
what the authors think Christianity
ought to be . ... Consequently, it is not
persuasive in its approach. It avoids
offensive comparisons between positions
and seeks to be descriptive rather than
normative" (pp. ix, x). Within these confines, the book is a success. It is comprehensive, clear, and fair, a product of
first-rate scholarship. One gets the impression that both authors are highly
committed to the Christian faith and
quite unwilling to handle their material
casually. Although their treatment will
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not bring Christian conviction, it does
convey information, and the book will
be very useful as a textbook.
Despite the authors' refusal to support a position, a liberal position comes
through. It is difficult in a brief review
to cite evidence of this. Perhaps the
clearest sign lies in the suggested readings at the close of each chapter and the
footnotes throughout the text: so far as
I know, not a single "conservative"
author besides Dorothy Sayers is listed
or quoted. This is surely a reflection of
where the general teaching of Christianity rests in our public institutions.
ADDISON H. LEITCH
EXCITING ORIENTATION

Invitation to the New Testament, by W.
D. Davies (Doubleday, 1966, 540 pp.,
$6.95 ), is reviewed by Glenn W. Barker,
professor of New Testament, Gordon
Divinity School, Wenham, Massachusetts.
W. D . Davies, well known in the
theological world for his Paul and Rabbinic Judaism and The Setting for the
Sermon on the Mount, in this latest
work addresses himself to quite a different community and for quite a different
purpose. His announced intention is to
take the untutored "behind the dust of
scholarship to the faith that pulsates
in the New Testament" (vn). Although
he decries any "attempt at persuasion,"
there can be no question that the Edward
Robinson Professor of Biblical Theology of Union Theological Seminary is
sharing with the reader his own experience with the text. His concern "to
present as clearly as possible the essence
of the faith of the New Testament"
(VII) is meant to challenge the reader
to decide whether or not this faith is
relevant for twentieth-century man.
Such an attempt can only be viewed
with respect and admiration.
The book is divided into four parts.
Part I provides brief but valuable backgrounds. In addition there are separate
chapters that treat the nature of the
Gospel (the revelation of the glory of
God in the particular events centering
around Jesus of Nazareth), its dependence historically upon the early preaching of the Church, and the relationship
it sustains to the Old Testament.
Part II introduces the subject matter
proper. The witness of the Synoptic
Gospels is examined collectively and
individually. However, the critical problems, although covered admirably, are
treated in such detail that Davies does
not have opportunity to develop adequately the meaning of the major events
in Jesus' life.
Part III treats the witness of Paul
and reflects Davies at his best. Those
who know Paul and Rabbinic Judaism
will immediately recognize the conclu-

sions of the earlier work and even the
order of presentation. It is of untold
advantage, however, to have this material presented briefly and non-technically. Unfortunately, the coverage of
Pauline ideas is so detailed that any
individual treatment of the epistles is
excluded. The result may be that the
reader will conclude that Paul was primarily a theologian, and a fairly systematic one at that. The Paul who, as
Davies tells us, is first and foremost
a missionary wrestling with problems
and ideas that daily confront him in
the pagan world, does not really ever
appear.
Part IV treats the Fourth Gospel.
The author's interpretation follows
closely that of his mentor, C. H. Dodd.
His contribution here as elsewhere in
the book is his remarkable ability to
encapsulate complicated and technical
positions worked out by scholars and
re-present them in terms that an informed
student can readily understand.
Although this is an excellent work,
several observations should be made.
First, the book is scarcely an Invitation
to the New Testament. It is rather a
kind of exciting orientation in some
very important areas of New Testament
biblical theology observed over against
critical backgrounds. Secondly, whatever the desire of the author, his book
is not for novices. Thirdly, the very
intent of the book inevitably raises some
very important questions. What is the
nature of Scripture? What precisely is
its authority? Why does its faith deserve
this attention? Davies never answers
these questions. He does complete his
section on the Synoptics by quoting
from E . V. Rieu without comment:
"Just as Jesus lived in the oral traditions that preceded the Gospels, so he
inspired and unified the writings that
eventually summed it up. One might
almost say that Jesus wrote the Gospels." It would have been so much
more meaningful if Davies had himself
made this statement and then proceeded
to teach the reader what it means.
GLENN w. BARKER
EFFERVESCENT BISHOP

The Bishop: A Portrait of the Right
Reverend Clinton S. Quin, by Alan
Lake Chidsey (Gulf Publishing, 1966,
230 pp., $5.95), is reviewed by Frank
W. Blackwelder, rector, All Souls Episcopal Church, Washington, D . C.

The Bishop is the story of a most
vigorous, effervescent, and forthright
man. Clinton Simon "Mike" Quin, born
in 1883, began to work at the age of
thirteen, a practice not unusual in those
days. When he was almost twenty, however, he began going to night school to
study law, and in 1906 he passed the
bar examination. Yet his interest in the
CHRISTIANITY TODAY

Episcopal Church was so great that be
did not practice law; instead, be entered
the Virginia Theological Seminary, graduating in 1909. After serving several
churches simultaneously in the vicinity
of Louisville, the Rev. Clinton S. Quin
became the rector of Grace Church in
Paducah, Kentucky, where he continued
to use his great energy and insight for
the advancement of Christianity through
the channel of the Episcopal Church.
Quin cooperated in innumerable
community projects but was never carried along by the tide. When Prohibition became a possibility, be held special
services for the bartenders of the city
to let them know that although the
liquor business was being maligned, the
Church looked upon the people employed in that business as individuals
with souls.
The book shows many examples of
the bishop's quick reaction to valuable
innovations of the day. The Boy Scout
troop he organized under the auspices
of Grace Church now stands as the one
with the longest continuous service in
the United States. As bishop in Houston, Texas, he immediately saw the
value of Alcoholics Anonymous.
Besides being the story of an interesting man, The Bishop is an impressive
indicator of bow much one person can
do when he is completely dedicated to
spreading Christ's Kingdom in the
world.
FRANK W. BLACKWELDER
THE IDEA IS RIGHT

The Satanward View: A Study in
Pauline Theology, by James Kallas
(Westminster, 1966, 152 pp., $4.50), is
reviewed by Andrew J. Bandstra, assistant professor of New Testament, Calvin
College, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Can a worthy cause be harmed more
by a poor argument for it than by a
good argument against it? This· author
presents a worthy cause, but it is a question whether his argument will help or
hinder.
Dr. Kallas, an ordained Lutheran
minister who is associate professor at
California Lutheran College, correctly
sees the basic importance of demonology and eschatology in the theology of
Paul. After an initial chapter on Jesus
and Paul, be compares and contrasts
"the Satanward view" and "the Godward view" of the work of Christ. The
Satanward view develops the work of
Christ in terms of conflict with the evil
forces, particularly as culminated in
Satan. This is contrasted with the Godward view (really an amalgam of Paul,
Anselm, Denney, Dodd, Taylor, and
Bultmann), which Kallas describes as a
transaction within the Godhead between
Father and Son in which Christ offers
himself as a satisfaction for sinful
humanity to God or seeks, by his obediJULY 8 , 1966

ence and example, to return rebellious
man back to God.
These two views when carried through
in other parts of theology result in
divergent, if not contradictory, positions.
In the Satanward view, the nature of
Jesus is divine, sin is an enslaving
power, man is helpless and open to
external powers, salvation is objective
and cosmic in scope and entered by predestination, and Satan is the ruler of
this world and the source of suffering.
ln the Godward view, the nature of
Jesus is human , sin is rebellion and
guilt, man is free and self-determining,
salvation is subjective and entered by
personal decision, and God is the ruler
of this world and the source of suffering.
Kallas acknowledges that both views
are scriptural and that they must be
held in tension. He wishes to show,
however, that the Satanward view is
primary and determinative (comprising
80 per cent of Paul) while the Godward
view is secondary and derivative (comprising 20 per cent). Kallas then develops the Satanward view as it comes to
expression in various facets of Paul's
experience and teaching. The final chapter is a sharp and, in many ways, valuable confrontation with Bultmann.
A deeper awareness of " the Satanward view·• is a worthy cause, and
Kallas has set this forth with vigor. But
the argumentation as a whole is a curious mixture of truth, one-sided emphasis, improper dilemmas, and, sometimes,
error. In this reviewer's opinion, Kallas
over-emphasizes the contrast between
the two views. To be sure, he once
states that the views at bottom are not
contradictory but complementary (p. 32).
But he does not indicate how they might
be complementary except at one point
(cf. pp. 106 ff.). It appears that Kallas
has torn asunder what Paul joined
together. For example, he contends
that Philippians 2:7 teaches that Christ

became the slave of Satan, not a servant
of God (p. 78). Although debatable,
this may be correct. In the next verse,
however, Paul says that Christ became
obedient unto death. No doubt Paul
means "obedient to God," but Kallas
does not mention the conjoining of these
two facets. Does the Satanward view
champion the divinity of Christ more
than his humanity? If so, it does not
adequately reflect Paul. In Philippians
2 :5 ff. and Colossians 2:9-15, precisely
where Christ's victory over the evil
forces is clearly in focus, the twin
motifs of Christ's divinity and humanity
are both prominent; and if either of the
two is predominant, it is his humanity
(cf. also Heb. 2:14, 15).
In addition, Kallas does not always
do careful work; 'the following are only
some of the instances of this. He once
quotes Hebrews 2: 14 in support of the
Satanward view (p. 22) but later (n.
13, pp. 127 ff.) states that the theology
of Hebrews dismisses demonology. He
implies, no doubt unintentionally, that
Paul uses the term "body" as a designation of the Church more than eighty
times (p. 92). He uses Galatians 2:20a
to support his interpretation that there
was a physical tie between Paul and
Jesus (p. 95), but he says nothing about
Galatians 2:20b. First Corinthians 12:3
does not say that the Holy Spirit makes
the confession for us, as Kallas contends (p. 104). It is an improper dilemma
to posit that either there is a physical
tie between the believer and Christ or
faith, as our personal decision, is that
which establishes our relationship . with
him (pp. 100 ff.). Again, Kallas argues
that Paul insists that it is not at the
moment of faith but at the moment of
baptism that a man is joined to Christ
(pp .. 101 ff.). Later be admits (p. 112)
that God also establishes the relationship through the preaching of the Word,
although he nowhere indicates that be
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might have gotten this latter idea from
Paul as well (cf. Rom . 10:14).
The cause is a worthy one, especially
since, in our day, demonology and
eschatology are often either muted or
ignored or denied. One hopes that this
book, despite its weaknesses, will contribute to a more comprehensive view
of the amazing work of Christ. Its
author is certainly not devoid of helpful
insight into these matters.
ANDREW J. BANDSTRA
WASHINGTON REPORTERS

The Press in Washington, edited by Ray
Eldon Hiebert (Dodd, Mead, 1966, 233
pp., $5), is reviewed by Richard Ostling,
assistant news editor, CHRISTIANITY
TODAY.
Let's play the analogy game. Start
by taking a typical quote from this
book:
"The United States Government that
runs with the maximum knowledgein advance-of the people of the country is going to be the best government.
I believe that the American people are
vitally interested in, for example, the
United States disarmament negotiations
position and in all other foreign, military, and domestic positions taken by
the United States government in their
name. Every effort should be made to
inform the people-in advance-of what
those positions are going to be and to
develop through the press a consensus
which indicates the feeling of this country and of its people-who are ultimately sovereign in our country.
"Even the difficult-to-understand policies of this country in such technical
fields as nuclear energy and disarmament are the business of the people, and
it is the job of the reporter to get that
information to the people, with or without the co-operation of the bureaucracy."
This is standard dogma for a journalist (in this case Thomas Schroth, executive editor of Congressional Quarterly).
Now read the same excerpt, making
appropriate substitutions in order to
apply it to the Church and religious
issues instead of the government and its
policy. A revolution!
In this book, sixteen reporters in the
nation's capital report on how they do
their jobs and on what bothers them
about the government and the way the
press covers it. The strange sound of
their comments when applied to religion
is one indicator of the journalistic lag
in the religious field. Another is that
religioq rates no mention in this anthology, even though Washington, D. C., is
an increasingly important center for
religious news.
Books like this, and the superb quarterly Columbia Journalism Review, provide the best available criticism of the

press. When Barry Goldwater or Jack
Paar tells us reporters are doing a lousy
job, he speaks from viscera, not knowledge. But we should listen when Clark
Mollenhoff says much of the capital
press was " ignorant, gullible, or lopsidedly partisan," thus giving comfort to
the administration on the TFX and Otto
Otepka cases. The Pulitzer Prize-winning correspondent for Cowles Publications also believes the press has so overreacted to the abuses of Senator McCarthy that many veterans "are automatically against any investigations," even
though they provide one of the few
ways to force disclosure of information
from the Executive Branch. Perhaps the
most depressing critique is by James E.
Clayton of the Washington Post, who
documents sloppy coverage of the U. S.
Supreme Court.
Other interesting items: Marvin Kalb
of CBS accepts "lying'' as " a legitimate
part of the defense mechanism of the
adm inistration." He believes covering
Washington is harder than covering
Moscow because it is difficult for the
newsmen not to "succumb to the easy
role of being a spokesman for his
country."
Richard Fryklund, who covers the
Pentagon for the Washington Evenin~
Star, also expects "outright lying" as
part of government "news management."
He has some horror stories about how
people who talk to reporters being subjected to lie detector tests or transferred .
and about Pentagon reporters who
expect to be tailed or to have their
phones bugged.
Strangely, the best-known chapter
was turned out, not by a "print media"
man, but by a broadcaster, Edward P.
Morgan of ABC radio. Some of the
weakest contributions have too much
of the drawl of press-room anecdotes
and breathless, blow-by-blow accounts
of how a certain beat is covered.
The editor of this volume is chairman
of the Department of Journalism at The
American University. This fall he takes
charge of the new Washington Journalism Center, a graduate-level program
for select scholars in the field. CHRISTIANITY ToDAY is joining in the venture
through semester-long fellowships in
religious news, which include internship
work on the magazine. If the program
succeeds, its products will turn their
discerning eyes and steeled talents to
religion as these experts have to public
affairs .
RICHARD OsTLING
BOOK BRIEFS

Aflame for God: Biography of Fredrik
Franson, by David B. Woodward (Moody,

1966, 190 pp., $3.50). A biography of
Fredrik Franson, founder of The Evangelical Alliance Mission and four other
foreign mission societies. Like a flaming
arrow he flew through the world, kindling
the fires of God's kingdom.
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The Rule of Qumran and Its Meaning,
by A. R. C. Leaney (Westminster, 1966,
310 pp., $7.50).
New Testament Apocrypha, Volume
Two: Writings Relating to the Apostles,
Apocalypses, and Related Subjects, edited
by Edgar Hennecke and Wilhelm Schneemelcher, Englisn edition edited by Robert
MeL. Wilson (Westminster, 1966, 852 pp.,
$10). A technical work of value fo.r the
serious student of the New Testament
Apocrypha.
Landmarks in Greek Literature, by C.
M. Bowra (World, 1966, 284 pp., $8.95).
A learned survey of Greek literature. For
the serious scholar only.
Still We Can Hope: Assurances That
Gi1·e Meaning to Life, by Joseph R. Sizoo

(Abingdon, 1966, 158 pp., $3). Well-written
devotional material with a touch of the
poetic.

Plain Talk on Acts, by Manford George
Gutzke (Zondervan, 1966, 221 pp., $3.95).
This "plain talk'! is f requently so puffy
that it argues the golden quality of silence.
And the interpretations are so often wide
of the mark that they suggest the author
practices little exegesis, at best, and knows
little theology.
The Ghetto of Indifference, by Thomas
J. Mullen (Abingdon, 1966, 111 pp., $2.25).
"The have-nots lie bleeding along the road,
and the haves are passing them by on their
way to church." The ghetto: WASP-land,
where dwell the white, Anglo-Saxon (wellfed) Protestants.
Martin Luther, Creati1·e Translator of
the Bible, by Heinz Bluhn1 (Concordia,
1965, 236 pp., $8). A technical study of
Luther as Bible translator.
The Life and Times of Jesus: A Contemporary Approach, by Herschel H.
Hobbs (Zondervan, 1966, 218 pp., $3.50).
A popular, practical study.
What Happened at Rome?: The Council
and Its Implications for the Modem World,
by Gary MacEoin (Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1966, 192 pp., $4.95). By a Roman
Catholic who combines theological and
canon-law training with thirty- years of
journalistic experience.
The Major Victorian Poets: A 11 A nthology, edited by WiJliam H. Marshall (Washington Square, 1966, 786 pp., $7.95). With
an introductory essay on the Victorian era.
Fresh Erery Morning, by Gerald Kennedy (Harper & Row, 1966, 194 pp., $3.95).
Sermonic essays. A good writer provides
good reading.
You Can Understand the Bible, by John
R. Link (Judson, 1966, 224 pp., $4.75).
Essays that turn around what the Bible is,
how it was written, and how it should be
approached, read, and understood.
Aspects of the Church, by Heinrich
Fries (Newman Press, 1966, 174 pp.,
$4.50). Roman Catholic essays.
The Day God Died, by Lehman Strauss
(Zondervan, 1965, 112 pp., $2.50). Essays
on the Seven Last Words. The title is
somewhat misleading (though it may promote sales), since the author insists that
the Son of God died.
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Mental First Aid: Toward Balance in a
Dizzy World, by Joost A. M. Meerloo
(Hawthorn, 1966, 327 pp., $5.95). A vast
amount of interesting and valuable information for that time "before the doctor is
needed or [and there is some delightful
humor here] before he comes."
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Church Growth in Central and Southern
Nigeria, by John B. Grimley and Gordon
E. Robinson (Eerdmans, 1966, 386 pp.,
$3.25). Comprehensive and well documented.
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Schoonhoven (Eerdmans, 1966, 187 pp.,
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The Prophetic Voice in Modem Fiction,
by William R. Mueller (Doubleday, 1966,
186 pp., $.95). First published in 1959.
A Serious Call to a De1·out and Holy
Life, by William Law (Eerdmans, 1966,
313 pp., $1.95). A classic of Christian
devotion.
The Theology of Romantic Lore: A
Study in the Writings of Charles Williams,
by Mary McDermott Shideler (Eerdmans,
1966, 243 pp., $2.45). First paperback
edition of a work published in 1962.
New Pattems of Church Growth in
Brazil, by William R. Read (Eerdmans,
1965, 240 pp., $2.45). Good overview of
why and how churches have grown in
Brazil, with emphasis on the strong Pente·
costal advance. Fresh lines are laid down
to guide Protestant churches in their evangelistic efforts during the next decade.
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Anti-Intellectualism in American Life,
by Richard Hofstadter (Vintage, 1966, 448
pp., $2.45). First published in 1962.
Planning and Fumislling the Church
Library, by Marian S. Johnson, artwork by
John Mosand (Augsburg, 1966, 48 pp., $3).
To Mend the Broken: The Christian
Response to the Challenge of Human Relations Problems, by Karl E. Lutze (Concordia, 1966, 99 pp .. S1.95).
A Christian's Guide to Church Membership, by David Winter (Moody, 1966, 64
pp., $.95). An intelligent and readable
discussion of the meaning, obligations, and
glory of chmch membership.
The Free Church, by James DeForest
Murch (Restoration Press. 1966, 140 pp.,
51). A good piece of work.
Earliest Ci1·ilizations of the Near East,
by James Mellaart (McGraw-Hill, 1965,
143 pp., $2.95). A revised edition of chapter 5 of The Dawn of Cirilization.
The Road to Peace, by John C. Bennett,
et at. (Fortress, 1966, 59 pp., $.85).
Guide to the Debate About God, by
David E. Jenkins (Westminster, 1966, 111
pp., $1.45). A very thorough analysis of
the possibilities of human knowledge of
God in the thought of Bishop Butler,
Schleiermacher, Barth, Brunner, Tillich,
Bonhoeffer.
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NEWS: Personalities

Canadian Presbyterians
To Ordain Women
After long and heated debate, ordination
of women to the ministry of the Presbyterian Church in Canada was approved
by the denomination's 92nd annual General Assembly, held last month in Toronto. The vote was 133 to 72.
Some observers felt that the many
vacant pulpits in the home mission field
tipped the scales in favor of the action.
The assembl y a lso voted to ordain
women as elders.
The place of women in the church
has nagged Canadian Presbyterian assemblies for at least two generations.
Many ministers saw it as the most important issue to face the church since 1925,
when the church split-part joining with
Methodists and Congregationalists to
form the United Church of Canada and
part continuing the Presbyterian denomination.
A spokesman sa id that from the
seventy-two negative votes came thirtysix recorded dissents, the largest number
since the 1925 schism. There were an
undetermined number of abstentions.
Two women emerged as immediate
prospects for ordination: Helen Louise
Goggin, 33, Christian education director
of a church in the Toronto suburb of
Oakville, and Marion Webster, 40, assistant librarian at Knox College, Toronto. Neither announced any immediate
decision to apply, but both indicated
they would consider it seriously.
Miss Goggin was one of three women
divinity graduates from Knox College
last year. She is also a liberal arts graduate from Victoria College. Her own

Ordination prospects Goggin and Webster
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presbytery voted against ordination of
women.
Miss Webster, a tall brunette from
Saskatchewan, also came out of Knox.
For the Canadian edition of Time she
recalled that she always gave the men
in her class "a good whiff of perfume
and a pretty skirt." The magazine quoted
her as lamenting that in her diploma
"they didn't even change the 'he' in the
damn thing to 'she.' "
Only the war in Viet Nam produced
debate comparable to that over female
ordination. A resolution that could be
taken as critical of American policy was
defeated. Relief efforts and prayer were
urged, and the Canadian government
was asked to press the International Control Commission in seeking an immediate
ceasefire and a plan for negotiation. D

1963, issue), which utilizes a chapel of
its own in the headquarters building at
Van Nuys, California. She is also editor
of the society's slick-paper, lavishly illustrated quarterly with a circulation of
several thousand. After her recent divorce from a Lockheed executive, Mrs.
Stone married Rick Willans, who had
quit D artmouth to join the society staff
and became associate editor.
A second organization that promotes
the tongues movement and that predates
the Blessed Trinity Society by a decade
or so is the Full Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship International, headed by
cattleman Demos Shakarian. Although
FGBMFI has its headquarters in adjacent Los Angeles, the two groups are
somewhat cool toward each other.
FGBMFI's activity includes publication of a colorful, pocket-size monthly
and the conducting of several fellowship conventions each year. Its annual
international convention is being held
this week at the Chase Park Plaza
Hotel in St. Louis.
The FGBMFI is more outspoken and
effervescent in its exaltation of the
tongues phenomenon. The Blessed Trinity Society has been pitching itself on a
progressively lower emotional key.
Mrs. Stone has broadened considerably her definition of a tongues experience. She now feels that ir ought to be
confined to private devotions, that it is
not necessarily emotional, and that a
person may speak in tongues without
even knowing it.
D

TONGUES IN TRANSITION

LAMENT OF AN ALUMNUS

The appeal of the charismatic revival
to sophisticated suburban congregations
defies explanation. Speaking in tongues
repeatedly crops up in staid, liturgically
inclined churches on the opposite end of
the social and economic spectrum from
the Pentecostalism with which glossol alia has traditionally been associated.
The more this has happened the more
insistent has became the question whether the contrasting ecclesiastical blocs
would find fellowship in their common
religious experience. It now appears that
the first effort at getting together has
failed .
"We tried it for a while," says Episcopalian Jean Stone, the trim prima donna
of today's tongues-speakers. "It was just
too corny.''
Mrs. Stone and her disciples' try at
rapprochement consisted of worshiping
regularly for a time at a Pentecostal
church. "We gave up smoking, beer,
wine, and the movies-like they wanted
us to," she says. "But the church did not
turn out to be satisfying enough. So we
quit."
Mrs. Stone is founder and head of
the Blessed Trinity Society, main organizational offshoot of the tongues movement of the sixties (see September 13,

"Wheaton College, for 100 years a
stronghold of Conservatism and American ideals, now finds itself penetrated
by the same insidious forces that are
working throughout the world for the
conquest of free men. The campus occurrences discussed in this report are
interlocking evidences, to anyone who
will use his eyes to see and his ears to
hear, of the crumbling of Wheaton
College's resistance to the assault by
the Left-wing-Socialist-Collectivist-One
World Government camorra together
with assorted sympathizers within the
Communist Party and its allied organizations."
This is the thesis of Wilhelm Ernst
Schmitt, a 1954 graduate of Wheaton
and professional anti-Communist. His
unsparing indictment of the well-known
evangelical school in suburban Chicago
is unleashed in a 197-page paperback,
Steps Toward Apostasy at Wheaton College. Schmidt is its author, publisher,
and retailer.
Schmitt calls attention to the fact
that publication of a campus literary
magazine was suspended by Wheaton
officials after its fall, 1962, issue came
out "studded with profanity." In the
spring of 1963 the editor of the campus
CJIRISTI.\NITY TODAY

newspaper, which had pleaded in behalf of the suspended magazine, was
removed. Schmitt also recalls a campus
"riot" in 1961 when three students were
arrested for setting off firecrackers and
resisting policemen.
The bulk of Schmitt's volume, however, is an attempt to document what
he sees as a leftist political drift among
Wheaton's faculty members and administration. He upbraids college officials for allowing students to hear on
campus such speakers as the British
historian Arnold Toynbee, the noted
Jewish author Harry Golden, literacy
expert Frank Laubach, and Arthur
Glasser, Overseas Missionary Fellowship official-who have been identified
with questionable causes. He chides faculty members who have expressed liberal convictions in social and economic
matters.
Wheaton officials regard the book as
a type of journalism that speaks for itself, relying on guilt by association and
innuendo. "It falls into the same category as calling Eisenhower a Communist," said a spokesman.
Schmitt says his research took pl~ce
while he worked for the Church League
of America, an anti-Communist organization with headquarters near the
Wheaton campus. During this time his
application for admission to the
Wheaton College Graduate School was
rejected. Schmitt says that prior to this
he worked with the Lockheed Missiles
and Space Division, Sunnyvale, California, as a senior research engineer on
the Polaris submarine-launched missile.
He regards himself as an expert on
Communism, though he misspells
Khrushchev as "Khruschev" throughout the book.
Last summer, Schmitt was divorced
from his wife. She was given custody
of their two children.
Schmitt contends that one or more
Wheaton officials intimidated a prospective publisher of his report and that
"the blackmail worked." An official
spokesman for Wheaton flatly denies
the charge, declaring that no member
of the school administration made any
attempt to discourage publication. 0
ON THE LINKS, A MORMON VICTORY

Golfer Billy Casper said it after the
Masters tournament this year and repeated it after his astonishing victory
in the U.S. Open at San Francisco:
"Golf used to be the most important
thing in my life. It isn't now."
Casper and his family now are devout
Mormons. After overcoming a sevenstroke deficit to tie Arnold Palmer at
the end of regulation play in the U.S.
Open, Casper traveled with his wife
some sixty miles up the California coast
to attend a Sunday evening fireside
service. He didn't get to bed until the
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wee small hours of the day in which he
was to meet Palmer in the championship playoff. He won it nevertheless, by
an easy four-stroke margin, and immediately earmarked 10 per cent of the
$25,000 prize for the Mormon church.
Casper's conversion is attributable to
the efforts of the Mormon sports editor
of a Salt Lake City newspaper, Hack
Miller, who became a close acquaintance
over the years. Miller arranged for Mormon missionaries to visit the Caspers.
The couple was baptized last New
Year's Day.
Casper is a native of San Diego. His
parents were divorced when be was
twelve. He spent a term at Notre Dame,
then four years in the Navy before
becoming a golf professional. He has
been troubled with a weight problem
and an assortment of allergies but now
seems to have conquered both. He
planned to pass up the British Open
this week to play in Salt Lake City. 0
ON THE DIAMOND, A DIAGNOSIS

Last year the Minneapolis Twins won
the American League pennant. This year
they are losing as many games as they
win. The Rev. C. Philip Hinerman of
Park Avenue Methodist Church in
Minneapolis thinks the reason is that
the team got rid of devout secondbaseman Jerry Kindall.
"Last year," Hinerman wrote to a
Minneapolis newspaper, "Jerry led a
daily Bible study group and prayer
meeting while the team was on the
road. . . . The whole team was influenced by this Christian spirit and atmosphere-and Somebody kept helping."
Now, with Kindall gone, the prayer
meetings and Bible studies have stopped,
and "the Lord has withdrawn his blessing," says the minister.
Hinerman's thesis falls apart, however, when one considers that Kindall's
replacement at second, Bernie Allen,
also is an outspoken Christian believer,
0
as are at least two other Twins.
CARL TILLER 'ON VACATION'

Next week when the Executive Committee of the American Baptist Convention meets in Chicago, President Carl
Tiller will be on vacation. That is, on
vacation from his government post as
chief of the U.S. Bureau of Budget
Methods.
From his job in a political enterprise
with an annual $110 billion budget, he
will turn to the concerns of a religious
enterprise with a budget of $13 million.
Tiller, 50-year-old newly elected president of the American Baptist Convention, in his seventeenth year with the
Executive Committee, has long been
using vacations to attend Baptist meetings "with no time to relax."
Tiller has held places of responsibility
in the convention since 1947. For his

term as top convention official, he ha~
initiated a four-fold program.
"We would like to get the local
Baptist people to engage in a study as
to the biblical basis of our faith not

only with other Baptists of the com.:munity but with other Protestants and
Catholics. We want to encourage dialogue on the local level," Tiller explained.
His second proposal involves establishment of a 1967 pre-Easter evangelism
project for the convention's churches.
The third is an appeal to make the
Church more relevant to present-day
circumstances.
"Part four involves an undergirding
stewardship program. American Baptists
plan a special 20-million-dollar extra
mission campaign which we would like
to see well on its way," be said.
Tiller is a native of Battle Lake,
Minnesota. He bas worked actively in
his boyhood church borne in Battle
Lake and in Baptist churches in St.
Paul and Chicago, and (for the past
twenty-four years) in the Calvary Baptist Church, Washington, D. C.
He holds a B.A. degree from Concordia College in Moorhead, Minnesota,
and an M.A. in public administration
from the University of Minnesota.
A soft-spoken man with graying hair,
Tiller has a prodigious memory and bas
been described as "almost a human
computer."
"He is a genius in organization with
a tremendous flair for details. He follows through. When he takes a job, he
does it well," observed Tiller's pastor,
Dr. Clarence Cranford.
Cranford described Tiller as "a man
of great loyalty to Christ, his denomination, and his church" who comes up
with creative ideas for the church.
The Tillers live in Cheverly, Maryland. Their daughter, Jean, was graduated with the B.A. degree in June from
Kalamazoo College, and their son, Bob,
received the B.D. from Yale Divinity
School the same week.
Tiller and his wife, Olive, one of the
vice-presidents of the American Baptist
women, live a church-related schedule
that requires a datebook of its own.
When Tiller is not "vacationing" at
some Baptist meeting, his chief .responsibility is his government job.
"We are not concerned with the con[ 10571
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tent of the federal budget," Tiller
explained, "only with the method, systems, and procedures by which it is
prepared."
Tiller also finds time to teach as an
adjunct professor of public administration at American University and to serve
as the unofficial historian of his church.
Tiller sees the evangelism portion of
his four-point program as exceeding the
traditional definition of evangelism as
" telling the Good News." He stresses
that Jesus Christ is "not just Saviour
but Lord of all life."
Tiller views the Church of today as
probably stronger than the Church of a
generation ago.
"The religiosity element that makes
it now popular to belong to the Church
is unfortunate and tends to cheapen the
Church.
"As a balance to this weakness, I see
the Church as more willing than ever
before to grapple with the problems of
the nation and the world .... Questions
of race, poverty . . . are being dealt
with better than by the earlier Church,"
he said.
He considers the recent contention of
some that God is dead as more philosophical than theological. But he feels
that others have the right to question
and to search for their own understanding of truth.
"I obviously don't think God is dead.
. .. We wish everyone would feel the
way we do, but if everyone thought the
same, the world would be pretty dull. "
"Just as God has allowed us freedom
to choose him or reject, we must grant
to those who say that 'God is dead' the
chance to find their own insight."
CAROLYN LEWIS
BILLY GRAHAM IN SOHO

A good-humored crowd greeted Billy
Graham when he visited London's Soho
district last month. In this "square mile
of sin" where Friday night is never
exactly uneventful, Graham and his colleagues saw few of the alleged incidents
reported the next morning by that section of the press whose success depends
on "ugly scenes" and "brawling masses."
The evangelist climbed on to the roof
of a car and told several hundred listeners he had come to condemn no one.
But he assured them of God's love and
invited them to Earls Court. He stressed
the biblical question about the ultimate
folly of a world gained and a soul lost.
Although the sermon lasted only 200
seconds, it lacked nothing of the essential Gospel.
On police advice, the visit was cut
short, and the evangelist, not without
difficulty, was conveyed back to his car
by an enthusiastic crowd. Some were
too enthusiastic. A female performer
from a local club, in working attire, was
particularly persistent. The agility with
38
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which she passed through the . dense
crowd from one vantage point to another caught the imagination of the
crowd and cameramen. Though she
loudly announced she had a problem
concerning the mini-skirt about which
she wanted to consult the evangelist,
she was adroitly warded off.
Other onlookers got courteous replies
to questions such as when was he going
back to Bonnie Scotland and what did
he think about Viet Nam. A boy

shouted exultantly to his girl, "Billy
Graham shook hands with me."
Graham said he hoped to shake a few
more hands in Soho before leaving
Great Britain.
Meanwhile, by the end of the third
week of the month-long crusade 378,381
had come to Earls Court, of whom
15,119 had gone forward (comparable
to 1954 London crusade figures of
190,000 and 4,602 respectively). In addition, services were being relayed to

NEWS: Conventions

Reformed Church Eyes COCU,
Christian Reformed Studies wee Tie
Reformed Church in America. No
harm done. That was about the way
delegates to the General Synod of the
Reformed Church in America sized up
.a Southern Presbyterian decision to join
Consultation on Church Union negotiations. The 230,000-member Reformed
Church even voted to study the possibility of its own participation in the
super-church-bound COCU. Talks toward a two-way merger with Southern
Presbyterians will continue, although a
fraternal letter is being dispatched requesting clarification of the surprise
decision by the Presbyterian General
Assembly to join COCU.
Christian Reformed Church. Delegates
to the annual Christian Reformed Synod
appointed a committee to define the
church's position toward the World
Council of Churches. The church has
never been affiliated with the wee, the
National Council of Churches, or the
World Alliance of Presbyterian and Reformed Churches. A move to warn its
"sister church," the Gereformeerde Kerken in Holland, against consideration of
wee affiliation was turned into an opportunity to consider the CRC's own
ecumenical posture. Many delegates felt
that the church's long-held position of
non-affiliation was clear enough. Others
felt that worthwhile advice could not be
issued without a reflective definition.
Another change was the decision to
seek closer "fellowship" with the Reformed Church in America by sending
fraternal delegates to its classical and
synodical assemblies. This pursuit of
closer fellowship was interpreted as including pulpit exchanges. The 272,000member Christian Reformed Church
broke fellowship with the older church
more than a hundred years ago. This
year's CRC Synod, held on the campus
of the Reformed Church's Central Col-

lege in Pella, Iowa, marked the :first
time the annual meeting of one was
held on the territory of the other.
Rumblings in the church over "theistic evolution" were formally brought
to the synod's attention. The synod responded by taking the matter under
study. Because of the complexity of the
problem, the first step was to appoint a
committee to determine the "specific
mandate of this [study] committee and
the selection of its membership."
The synod, whose delegates come
from both the United States and Canada,
elected the Rev. William P. Brink of the
Second Christian Reformed Church of
Fremont, Michigan, as its president and
the Rev. John Vriend of Lethbridge,
Alberta, Canada, as its first clerk.
In another action, the synod appointed
a committee to present recommendations for "improvements, corrections,
changes, and modifications of the existing text of the Revised Standard Version
of the Bible." This was done because of
the "extensive use of the RSV" among
the denomination's membership. The
synod also ended its cooperation with
the Bible Translation Conference of
Palos Heights, Illinois, organized to produce an "evangelical translation."
After long holding a standoffish position against Hollywood movies, the
synod adopted an extensive, positive
document on "The Church and the Film
Arts." It asserts, "If our Christian witness is to have relevance and redemptive
value in modern society, it is necessary
for us to make the meaningful distinction between the film arts as art forms,
which are to be judged as legitimate
media of culture," and as " products,
which are in each instance to be subjected to the moral judgment of the
Christian community." The report also
declares that "although the film arts as
a cultural medium is largely under secuCHRISTIANITY TODAY

other cities. About 65 per cent of the
nightly audience was under twenty-five.
Graham had tea at Lambeth Palace
with Michael Ramsey, Archbishop of
Canterbury, and dinner with the controversial John A. T. Robinson, Bishop
of Woolwich, who came to Earls Court.
The evangelist was warmly sponsored by
the Archbishop of York, F . D . Coggan,
who appeared on the platform.
Associates are each involved in two
or three meetings a day. One held a

service at Boys Detention Center, where
boys have a code about not singing. The
associate found himself singing a duet
with the superintendent, but seventy
boys stayed behind to indicate their
interest and concern.
The most systematically organized
followup ever is planned, for Graham is
concerned that there should be none of
the post-1954-crusade complaints that
followup was a weak spot.
J. D. DOUGLAS

Jar control, its prqducts are no more
secular than . . . the daily newspaper,
the radio, or the literature of our ·western world, and can be used similarly for
cultural edification.··
One delegate asserted that the adoption of this document was a clear sign
that CRC has really changed. Another
delegate was overheard calling home,
"Ma, movies are legal now."

Southern Rhodesia. He has served his
church as a missionary for twenty-five
years.
The meetings emphasized the imminence of Christ's coming. This note was
sounded by missionaries, educators, and
denominat ional officials. While they wait
for that coming, Adventists work. Thus
the missionary task of the church was
constantly in view at the conference.
Adventists currently support 2,400 missionaries overseas.
In door-to-door proclamation of their
message, church members contacted 57
million people in 1965. They distributed
205 million pieces of literature. The
effectiveness of this ministry is seen by
the 120,939 baptisms and a net membership increase of 70,448 in 1965.
Bulking large among the delegates
and visitors were Negroes (57 ,202
members in the United States), who
have a full place in the denomination.
The Adventists added to their church
manual a section entitled " No Wall of
Partition," in which the unity of the
human race is clearly stated and discrimination because of nationality or
race or color is declared unscriptural.
Traditionally Adventists have stayed out
of politics, although they object to compulsory union membership as a violation
of religious liberty and support nondiscrimination for sabbath-keepers.

The Church's PEACE CORPS
Join t he

Christian Service Corps
The Christian Service Corps recruits,
trains and places Christians between
the ages of 18 and 70 for two year
terms of mission service.
We also have openings on our staff
in the ar.eas of recruitment, selection,
placement, t raining, administration and
public relations.
For information write:

Seventh-day Adventist Church. Beneath
a banner proclaiming "Behold He Cometh," the Fiftieth World Conference of
the Seventh-day Adventist Church convened in Cobo Hall, Detroit, June
16-25. The ten-day meeting moved
along uneventfully except for the competition on Sunday. June 19, of the last
meeting of Martin Luther King in another part of the hall. King attracted
approximately 12,000 anti-segregationists, who gave an estimated $30,000 to
further marches in Mississippi.
The day before King's meeting began,
the Adventists assembled 20,000 of their
unsegregated black. white, and yellow
adherents, among whom were 1,415 official delegates from 189 countries around
the world. In a special offering for new
m ission work, they gave $1 ,208,000.
From its small beginn ing in 1844,
with emphasis on sabbath observance
and the imminent return of Christ the
Adventists have grown to a worldwide
organization with a constituency of
1,578,504, of whom 354,762 are in the
United States. They tithe and in 1965
gave over $143 m illion. Per-capita giving in the United States was $277.43.
Adventists have an unusual salary arrangement for their clergy. All leaders,
elders, and teachers are paid approximately the same wage, whether they are
university presidents or assistant professors, elders of small or large churches,
low or high officers in the administrative
echelons of the church.
Nine veteran administrators retired
from service at this quadrennium and
were replaced by much younger leaders.
T he key change came with the election
of Robert H. Pierson as world president, succeeding the retiring R euben R.
F iguhr. Pierson, 55, an American-born
Adventist, comes from Salisbury in
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The Wesleyan Church. A new Holiness
denomination is being created through
merger of the Wesleyan Methodist
Church of America. the P ilgrim Holiness Church, and the Reformed Baptist
Church of Canada. The merged denomination, to be known simply as "The
Wesleyan Church," will have a constituency of nearly 100,000 members in
North America. The Wesleyan Methodist and Reformed Baptists approved
the union plan last month and the Pilgrim Holiness conference is to consider
it this week.
The Wesleyan Methodists, meanwhile, are coping with a threat of
schism in their denomination. Their
General Conference put two regional
conferences "under discipline" last
month for alleged insubordination and
irregularities.

RE~ R O BERT N.MEYERS

Director

The Christian Service Corps
1501 11th Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20001
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NEWS: Church and Society

Southern Baptist Educators
Weigh Federal Aid
Southern Baptists, more than other denominations, are caught on the horns of
a higher-education dilemma. On the one
hand are rising costs and the pressure of
maintaining high standards in the face
of rapid change. On the other is fear of
government influence that would conflict
with the strong Baptist emphasis on the
separation of church and state.
In frank self-appraisal, 300 Southern
Baptist leaders met in Nashville June
13-16 for the first Baptist Education
Study Task (BEST). A broad spectrum
of problems facing the fifty-four Southern Baptist colleges and universities
were discussed by twenty-two study
groups. While the participants have no
power to bind either the SBC or any of
the institutions represented, the findings
of the study groups are an index to
thought trends among Southern Baptist
educational leaders.
Government aid, the most controversial subject discussed , has long been a
point of contention. The full conference
did not at any time vote on the question
of government aid to Baptist schools.
However, the two groups that discussed
the matter of financing the institutions
agreed that the federal-grant decision
should be left to the trustees of the several schools. Most of the colleges and
universities are controlled by separate
boards and are owned by state Baptist
conventions. The conventions set the
basic policy, and school trustees abide
by convention decisions.
One of the study sections adopted the
following statement: "We suggest that
the various state conventions of our denomination consider authorizing boards
of trustees of the institutions to accept
those government aids which in their
judgment do not interfere with their program of Christian higher education."
This suggestion is particularly significant
in view of the test case on government
subsidies to church-related institutions
currently being appealed to the Supreme
Court of the United States (see June 24,
1966, issue, p. 40).
The same section suggested that the
Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs in Washington, D. C., study the
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matter of church-state separation in regard to aid to education and report by
January, 1967.
Although the suggestions of this group
were not voted upon, they reflect a growing concern over inadequate financial
support of those Christian institutions
not accepting government aid. At the
opening conference session, the educators heard Felix C. Robb, newly elected
director of the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools, comment on the
government aid quest: "You are going
to miss providing a great educational
service to the nation if you don't ride
with the tides on this issue."
Reuben Alley, editor of the state Baptist paper of Virginia, vigorously opposed
government aid, saying that it would be
immoral to receive government money
without accepting government control.
Alley said that if Baptist schools were
not distinctive from schools that get government funds, they didn"t deserve "one
nickel of Baptist support."
Many institution heads have for some
time complained that if their schools are
not to receive government grants, then
the denomination should assume more
financial responsibility.
Every one of the eight reports summarizing the study-group proposals cited
the need for a clear statement of the
philosophy of Baptist higher education .
Rabun Brantly, chairman of the conference and head of the Southern Baptists' Education Commission, commented
that all the reports agreed also on the
need for "improved communications between the colleges and Baptist people."
These two needs, according to Brantly,
outweighed consideration of the controversial question of government aid.
A total of 84 problems were enumerated by the study groups, and 120 solutions were suggested. Among the subjects
considered were the followi ng: denominational affiliation of faculty members,
faculty recruitment, academic freedom ,
consolidation of schools, and public
relations.
A second national study conference
will be held in Nashville in June, 1967.
A specia l eighteen-member findings com-

mittee is charged with summarizing the
results of the study. This summary will
be made available to college trustees,
state conventions, and other interested
groups.
Before the entire matter is settled, as
many as 10,000 Southern Baptists may
become involved. Discussions will be
held in 200 selected churches, at least
fifty pastors' conferences, at many of the
colleges and universities, and at twentyfour regional BEST seminars scheduled
for the first quarter of 1967.
Perhaps the chief value of the conference was in stimulating thought on the
future of higher education among Southern Baptists.
·
At the conclusion of this initial meeting of the study, Editor John J. Hurt of
Georgia's Christian Index summed up
his reaction : "We came with the answers,
and left with the questions."
DAVID MASON
THIS YEAR'S CHRISTMAS STAMP

For the second consecutive year, the
Post Office Department will issue a
Christmas stamp depicting a religious
subject.
This year's stamp shows the central
portion of Hans Memling·s oil painting,
"Madonna and Child with Angels,"
which is in the National Gallery of Art.
The vertical five-color stamp is from
a picture painted on wood by the Flem-

ish master about 1480. It shows the
Madonna holding the infant Jesus.
In the past, controversy has arisen
over whether the Post Office should
issue stamps having religious themes.
This intensified last year when the first
stamp of that nature was issued. It
showed the Angel Gabriel blowing his
horn and was taken from a painting of
a New England church weathervane.
Here is the National Gallery's description of the portion of the painting to be
reproduced: "The Virgin in a blue-green
robe and red mantle seated on a red
canopied throne . She holds in her lap
the infant Christ who, with one hand
touches the pages of the Missal."
First day of distribution will be
November 1 at Christmas, Michigan.
The initial print order is for 1.2 billion
0
stamps.
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DRAMATIZING INJUSTICE

When thousands rioted in Chicago's
Spanish-speaking community June 12
and 13, city officials were perplexed.
It had been the Negro minority from
which disturbances were expected.
One executive in the Chicago Conference on Religion and Race heard an
official say: "We always thought the
Puerto Rican and Mexican peoples were
happy. If they get any happier they'll
tear the town apart."
For weeks publicists had saturated
the mass media with analyses of the
strategy Negro leaders were planning
for Chicago this summer. It was a
surprise to find rioting where unemployment was low, where the level of education was higher than in the Negro
ghetto, and where little effort had been
made to organize a movement for civil
disobedience.
Called to Chicago after last summer's
mass rally organized by leaders in the
Church Federation of Greater Chicago,
Martin Luther King arrived at the city's
west side early last January. Since then
he has spent minimal time in the city,
but a staff headed by brilliant Andrew
Young and shrewd James Bivel have
developed a semblance of organization
while maintaining contact with the grass
roots and the more violent element.
This summer's demonstrations and
marches, run by the Community Council of Commission OrganizationsSouthern Christian Leadership Conference (which is advised by Alvin Pitcher,
professor of ethics at Chicago Divinity
School), will begin with a mass rally in
Soldiers' Field, July 10.
Hans Mattick, professional criminologist and critic of the movement, explains
away CCCO-SCLC as a nebulous structure that seems to vaporize when its
member organizations are studied. He
portrayed the racial problem as one of
selective communication in which the
top echelon of the power structure is
not aware of the frustrations among the
rank and file.
King is the symbol by which the
movement is able to draw attention to
Chicago. He intends to dramatize the
injustice of this northern city by making
the most of particular inequities.
One critic within the movement
warned, "There will be violence; it cannot be avoided. King's staff is organizing gangs for demonstrations, and its
leaders know the consequences of such
efforts."
Critics outside the movement include
leaders of the National Baptists U.S.A.,
Inc., and several other denominations,
totaling more than six million Negroes.
This bloc tends to support Chicago
Mayor Richard J. Daley, who is a target
of frequent criticism from the King
group.
No immediate direct connection was
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seen between the riots in the Spanish
communities and the Negro freedom
movement. The melee erupted when
police attempted to break up a gang
fight and a youth was wounded by gunfire. Some experts have charged irresponsible use of authority by leaders
in city government and police brutality.
A handful of power centers have
arisen, groping for an answer. Protestant ministers and Catholic priests, although not working actively together,
have met to discuss problems. Spanishspeaking ministers have canvassed the
community and have advised city leaders in an effort "to give Christian shape
to thoughts and decisions made."
Jose Torres, pastor of the First Congregational Church in the Spanish community, summarized the problem of
both Negroes and Spanish when he said,
"We are a very unhappy people. We
need peace."
WILL NORTON, JR.
HOLDING OFF FAMINE

Christian groups around the world are
credited with helping India avert a food
crisis. A listing of church-related groups
that have responded to pleas for relief
was published in the May-June issue of
the magazine of the Foo.d and Agriculture Organization.
FAO Director-General B. R . Sen
said, "This manifestation of good will
on the part of people at all levels, young
and old . .. is one of the most encouraging signs that we can see. It gives the
hope that at last a world community is
going to be built."
Food aid is said to be holding off
famine in India for the time being.
Whether India will have enough to eat
in coming months depends upon the
extent of the summer harvest. If summer monsoons don't produce enough
rain, the world's spare stocks of food
may not be great enough to fill the gap.
Nearly 500 million people, or about
one-sixth of the world's population, live
in India.
Dr. Sen, after a survey trip to the
populous Asian subcontinent, was asked
about India's hordes of cows, which
consume scarce food but are never
butchered for meat because Hindus
regard them as sacred.
"It is true that religious tradition
stands in the way of slaughtering cattle
which have become useless," he said.
"This is something which is part of the
traditional life of the country. Over the
past decade continuous efforts have been
made to educate public opinion."
According to Dr. Sen, "the need for
help from abroad is as urgent as ever,
and the need increases daily. Nor is
there any reason to think that the people
and leaders of India are not deeply
grateful for the spontaneous manifestation of good will and for the generous

Wanted Men!
Wanted Women!
Opportunities for Christian Service
In Maternity Homes, Hospitals, Day Care
Centers, Children's Homes, and other residential treatment programs in various communities in the Eastern states.

~
HOUSE MOTHERS
(formal advanced education and
degree not required)

REGISTERED NURSES
(diploma school or University
Graduates)

SOCIAL CASEWORKERS
(Masters Degree in Social Work
requi red)

SOCIAL GROUPWORKERS
(Masters Degree in Social Work
requ ired)

SALARIES Working Conditions and benefits
provided in harmony with good personnel
standards and practices.
Write or Telephone
(212) Chelsea 3-8700
Extension 380

THE SALVATION ARMY
Women's Social Service Secretary
120 West 14th Street
New York, N.Y. 10011

REGISTERED
NURSES
Immediate openings available for Regis·
tered Nurses and Licensed Practical
Nurses. Full time t~r part time. Choice
of shift or hours if possible. New in·
crease in starting salary. Liberal benefits. Call or Write for Appointment.
Personnel Department,
Swedish-American Hospital,
1316 Charles Street,
Rockford, Illinois
815-968-6898
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promnse of help. The fact that actual
famine has not occurred and so far
starvation deaths are not evident should
not be construed as suggesting that the
Government raised a false alarm. On the
contrary, there is a real shortage of food
over a wid'~ly dispersed area, and the
Government has acted with commendable foresight in taking preventive measures at an early stage."
In addition to other church-related
relief efforts (see April 1 issue, p. 52)
there is now a joint effort in the Calcutta
area by the National Association of
Evangelicals and the Mennonite Central
Committee. The NAE is accepting funds
to purchase food for distribution
through MCC representatives. The MCC
also is engaged in a self-help program
in the Calcutta area.
India's last critical famine was in
1943, when an estimated total of more
than three million persons died within
six months, many of them in the streets
of Calcutta.
Drought brought parts of India to
the edge of famine in 1951-52, when
Madras peasants barely survived on a
cup of semi-liquid gruel a day and
women of the Darbhange district of
Northern Bihar reportedly fed children
cakes of s'oft mud in a desperate attempt
to keep them from starving.
India again had bad crops in 1962
and 1963, and in 1965 it suffered its
worst drought in recent history. This led
to the current emergency.
0
COORDINATING CHRISTIAN COMPASSION

Dozens of international service agencies
motivated by Christian compassion have
sprung up since World War II. Key
people in these groups now say it would
be to their mutual benefit to bring about
a degree of coordination.
With such possible coordination in
mind, representatives of eighteen of the
organizations met for two days at Wingspread Conference Center in Racine,
Wisconsin, this past spring. The conference was sponsored by the Johnson
Wax Foundation and Laubach Literacy,
Inc. (one of the international agencies
involved).
Separately, these agencies can perform an impressive range of services
overseas, from advising a missionary
how to make mud bricks that will not
melt in the rain to conducting a nationwide cooperative community development program, including such services
as literacy, agriculture, health, food,
machinery, and literature. Their aggregate budget runs to about fifteen million dollars a year.
An executive committee, established
to explore specific avenues of joint
effort, met in Kansas City on June 6.
Their findings and recommendations
will be presented at a meeting of the
full group in early October.
0
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NEWS: Summary

Will Churches
Pay Taxes?
Demands for public services are increasing, and taxing agencies are wondering
where next to turn for the needed revenue. One obvious temptation for them
is the many billions of dollars worth of
church-owned property, virtually all of
which is tax-exempt. From time to time
the suggestion is made that the churches
ought to begin kicking in a share.
The United States Supreme Court
could have a lot to say about the matter.
The court has been asked to hear cases
that seek to end, as unconstitutional,
state and local tax exemptions for houses
of worship on the basis that such exemptions amount to public aid to religious
institutions. One of the complaintants is
Madalyn E. Murray O'Hair, who figured
prominently in the court's Bible-reading
and prayer decisions. The court recessed
for the summer without saying whether
it would rule on the litigation.
In the ten-county Episcopal Diocese
of New York, meanwhile, a group of
young lawyers organized as the Guild of
St. Ives are undertaking a study of
church tax exemption. An aide to Bishop
Horace W. B. Donegan has told the
group that taxes would be a "considerable drain" on the diocese. He added,
however, that "a lot of clergy feel the
churches should pay taxes regardless."
A few church groups here and there
are beginning to volunteer contributions
to their local governments as a return
gesture for services received. In one
case, a Unitarian church in Montclair,
New Jersey, donated $1,000 to the town
treasury. In another, the American Jewish Congress gave the city of New York
$1,200 as a token tax on its Manhattan
headquarters, the Stephen Wise Congress
House.
In Toronto, city officials moved ahead
with a plan to levy taxes against property sold by churches and universities.
Controller Margaret Campbell has suggested a tax equal to what the property
tax would have been in the five years
preceding the sale, based on the price
obtained for the property.
Mrs. Campbell said high sale prices
for some church, university, and slum

properties result from the subways and
other services built around them with
public funds. When such tax-exempt lots
are sold at greatly enhanced prices, she
said, the city should be able to claim five
years of retroactive property taxes.
She cited the sale of People's Church
in Toronto, a large, independent congregation founded by the noted evangelical
Canadian Oswald Smith. An old church
was purchased for $75,000 in 1934 and
sold five years ago for $650,000. Using
the proceeds of the sale, the church
moved to a Toronto suburb and built a
huge plant.
The Rev. Paul Smith, minister of the
church and son of the founder, said that
singling out his congregation was discriminatory. Alluding to the fact that
some churches and denominations get
tax-exempt income on money that is not
in the use of religious causes, he said:
"I would like to point out the fact
of what the $75,000 initial investment
would have compounded to be, had it
been invested thirty years ago in some
investment syndicate."
In the United States, the courts will
probably rule soon on such situations.
Americans United has lent its support
to a suit challenging the constitutionality
of unrelated business income to churches.
Such income is derived by some churches
through a variety of methods besides financial investment. Most common are
car washes, second-hand stores, and
Christmas tree sales. Perhaps the most
obnoxious church business enterprise is
the effort of a Catholic group in Chicago
to operate a garbage dump.
0
PERSONALIA

Franklin Clark Fry was elected to a
second and last four-year term as president of the Lutheran Church in America. Fry got 489 votes on the first ballot
-27 more than the three-fourths necessary for election. Dr. Robert J. Marshall of Chicago was second with 70
votes. Dr. Malvin Lundeen of New
York was third with 19. Fry, now 65,
will be ineligible for another term because of his age.
CHRISTIANITY TODAY

Dublin-born Geoffrey Deane Johnston,
59, pastor of Central Presbyterian
Church, Brantford, Ontario, was chosen
moderator of the 92nd General Assembly
of the Presbyterian Church in Canada.
A retired Army chaplain, John W .
Sparks of San Antonio, Texas, was
elected president of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at its 136th General Assembly in Memphis.
The Rev. R aymond Beckering, pastor of
the Second Reformed Church of Zeeland, Michigan, was elected president of
the General Synod of the Reformed
Church in America.
The Rev. Theophilus J. Herter was
consecrated a bishop in the Reformed
Episcopal Church. Herter teaches at
the Reformed Episcopal Theological
Seminary, Philadelphia, and has been
rector of St. Matthew's Reformed Episcopal Church, Havertown, Pennsylvania.
Dr. Samuel J . Mikolaski will rejoin
the faculty of New Orleans Baptist
Theological Seminary this fall as professor of theology, following a year of
teaching at the Baptist seminary in
ZUrich, Switzerland.
Reportedly acting on the advice of his
physician, Dr. Joost de Blank turned
down an appointment as Anglican Bishop
of Hong Kong. The 57-year-old churchman, known for his opposition to apartheid during six years as Archbishop of
Capetown, South Africa, has more recently served as a residentiary canon of
Westminster Abbey. There was some
feeling expressed that the Hong Kong
bishopric should go to a Chinese.
T he R ev. Alan Jackson , whose advocacy
of God-is-dead theology caused a furor
among fellow Anglicans, resigned his
chaplaincy at the University of British
Columbia.
The new Reformed Theological Seminary at Jackson, Mississippi, appointed
Dr. James C. De Young, a Christian

'UNERAL FUNDS

Reformed minister, as professor of New
Testament theology.
MISCELLANY

A freight train struck a church bus
loaded with children in Dwight, Illinois,
and dragged it 870 feet. Thirty of the
bus riders were injured. They were on
their way to a summer camp.
The San Francisco Presbytery withdrew
a formal invitation to Saul Alinsky to
organize the Bay Area poor. The door
was left open for the controversial
neighborhood organizer, however, in a
loosely worded resolution that calls for
such projects " upon invitation of the
people indigenous to the poverty community areas."
Evangelicals are losing the use of a
prime outlet for gospel radio programs
in Europe. Radio Luxembourg will no
longer transmit English-language religious broadcasts as it has been doing
since the end of World War II. No
official reason was given for the change
of policy.

Librarian wanted
at Bethel College,
St. Paul, Minnesota
Write D. Fagerstrom, College Library
JULY 8, 1966

Rev. Don Stitzel
Planada Community Church
Planada, Cal ifornia

A court in Seattle turned down the
demand of two Bible Presbyterian ministers for discontinuance of a University
of Washington course, "The Bible as
Literature." The ministers contend the
course enables advocates of higher criticism to attack the Scriptures at public
expense.
Former President Dwight Eisenhower
presented his stamp collection, amassed
during h is eight years in the White
House, to fellow philatelist Francis Cardinal Spellman. The collection will be
turned over to the Cardinal Spellman
Philatelic Museum at Regis College.
Suggestions for the convocation of a
" Protestant Vatican Council," offered by
some non-Catholic churchmen in Germany, were rejected by Evangelical
Bishop Banns Lilje. In an address on
the West German radio, Lilje said such
proposals serve only to create the impression that a " vacuum" exists in
Protestantism.

APPLY BY MAIL TO AGE 80-FOR UP TO $2000
NO AGENT WILL CALL. NO MEOICAL EXAM Supplement
Social Security to help survivors meet yo~r atter·death
bills, debts or fam1ly needs. legal reserve life insur·
anc.e pays in. all states for death fr om any cause, except
dunng the f~rst pol1cy year for ei ther suicide or death
hom undisclosed pre·existi~g hea lth conditions. life·
t1me rate guaranteed. Application mai led to •
you. No obligation. Mail your na me. address
1J
and year of birth with th is ad to Great lakes
Insurance Co., Elgin , Ill. 60120. Dept. 8G7X2
·

Talbot
Sem inary has
made many
outstanding
c ontributio ns
to my life and
· m in istry.
Doctrinally,
Ta lbot Seminary teaches
t h e Word of
God in its
Rev. Stitzel
purit y; cardina l
doctrines o f
the Christian Faith are not
abridged. Personally, Dr. Fein·
berg and members of the facu lty
are always ready to assis t an
alumnus whenever asked . On
several occasions they have joyfully given assistance to our
work at Los Angeles Bible
Training School.

DEATHS

WILLIAM ERNEST HOCKING. 92, religious philosopher and author regarded
as the last of the influential idealists
(see editorial, page 26); in Madison,
New Hampshire.
MRs. CHARLES E. FULLER, 79, known
to millions of "Old Fashioned Revival
Hour" listeners for her weekly reading
of letters, introduced by her preacher
husband's familiar "Go right ahead,
honey"; in Pasadena, California.

• God 's grace , your money and a Radio
" Voice" 10,000 feet up in the Andes, empower
171 missionaries to send the Gospel by rad io
'round the clock, around the world in e ight
lanquages.
"For whosoever will save his life sha ll lose
it"-Luke 9:24. And whosoever will g ive his
money, may still use it, with our "Mountai n
Top" Annuity plan.

Wri t e us t oda y.

THE WORLD RADIO
MISSIONARY
FELLOWSHIP, INC. (HCJB)
P.O. BOX 47·691/MIAMI, FLORIDA

Escorted All Expense

HOLY LAND TOUR
LEAVING N.Y.C. by plane
OCTOBER 13, 1966
Only $925.00 per person
write to

GLOBE TRAVEL SERVICE
465 Main S t.
Melrose, Mass. 02176
Member of ASTA
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THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO LSD
KARL MARX RELIGIOUSLY BELIEVED that
religion is the opiate of the people. Now
the conviction is growing in avant-garde
circles that an opiate can become the
religion of the people.
The drug in question is D-lysergic
acid diethylamide (LSD-25), one of a
group of "psychedelic" (consciousnessexpanding) agents that includes peyote,
mescaline, psilocin, and psilocybin. In
the last two decades, interest in these
drugs has greatly increased. During the
winter of 1962-63 , President Pusey of
Harvard removed from his psychology
staff Drs. Timothy Leary and Richard
Alpert for unscientific and dangerous
experimentation with psychedelics. "You
may be making Buddhas out of everyone," the university told them, "but
that's not what we're trying to do."
Exiled from academia, Leary and
Alpert devoted their energies to their
"International Federation for Internal
Freedom," in which continued experimentation with the drug experience
could be promoted. Last December,
Leary was arrested in Texas for illegally
transporting and failing to pay taxes on
marijuana and was given the maximum
sentence (thirty years plus $40,000 m
fines).
Cases of psychotic behavior as a
result of LSD "trips" have been making
the press of late, and Dr. Donald Lauria
of the New York County Medical
Society reports that during the last year
seventy-five persons were admitted to
Bellevue as a result of LSD reactions.
The serious medical literature on LSD
has continued to multiply (see the
exhaustive "Annotated Bibliography"
published by Sandoz Pharmaceuticals,
the only legal manufacturer of the drug
-which recently stopped all deliveries
of LSD).
Our interest here is not in the chemical or psychological aspects of the
psychedelics (for a discussion of their
value in controlled psychotherapy and
treatment of alcoholism, consult the
October, 1965, issue of Pastoral Psychology). We wish to focus attention on
the repeated claim that LSD offers a
44
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prime avenue to ultimate religious
reality.
In the course of Leary's Harvard
experiments, sixty-nine religious professionals (about half of Christian or Jewish persuasion and the rest adherents of
Eastern religions) took psychedelic
drugs; over 75 per cent reported intense
mystico-religious experiences, and more
than half asserted that they had had the
deepest spiritual experience of their life
(Psychedelic Review, I [ 1964], 325).
Pahnke 's 1963 Harvard doctoral dissertation supports these claims by reporting a statistically significant, controlled
experiment in which drugs were administered to ten theology students and
professors in the setting of a Good Friday serv ice, while ten others received
only placebos; " those subjects who
received psilocybin experienced phenomena which were Indistinguishable
from , if not identical with ... the categories . . . of mysticism." Professor
Walter Clark of Andover Newton states
that his psychedelic vision was "like
Moses' experience of the burning bush."
What interpretation should be placed
upon such claims? Roman Catholic
scholar R. C. Zaehner, in his book,
Mysticism, Sacred and Profane, argues
that the drug experience, as exemplified
by Aldous Huxley in his D oors of Perception, is at best a blend of monistic
and nature mysticism but does not reach
the level of genuinely theistic, Christian
mysticism. The Native American Church
of the North American Indians, however, claims that Jesus gave the peyote
plant to them in their time of need, and,
according to Slatkin, they "see visions,
which may be of Christ Himself" (cf.
Huston Smith, '·Do Drugs Have Religious Import?," in LSD, ed. Solomon
[1964], pp. 152-67). In these latter
cases, the drug is evidently viewed as a
means of grace, not as an opus operatum or magical device.
Yet Zaehner makes an important
point: the psychedelic experience has
generally been understood in terms of
monistic mysticism, particularly its
Eastern forms. Alan Watts relates it to

Zen. Leary and Alpert have published
a manual fo( LSD "trips" based on the
Tibetan Book of the Dead. The vast
majority of selections included in Ebin's
anthology, The Drug Experience ( 1961;
1965), are written from non-Christian
standpoints.
Why is this so? William James suggested the answer as long ago as 1902
when he described his experience with
nitrous oxide: ''The keynote of it is invariably a reconciliation. It is as if the
opposites of the world, whose contradictoriness and conflict make all our
difficulties and troubles, were melted
into unity" (The Varieties of Religious
Experience, lectures 16 and 17).
The drug experience, though it may
be integrated into a Christian context,
never requires such integration, and in
fact leads the unwary to believe that the
reconciliation of the fallen world can
be achieved simply by consciousness (or
unconsciousness) expansion. Scripture,
however, makes clear beyond all shadow
of doubt that true reconciliation occurs
solely when a man faces up to his sin
and accepts the atoning work of the
historic Christ in his behalf. LSD offers
the deceptive possibility of bypassing
the Cross while achieving harmony
within and without. Like Altizer's chimerical endeavor to gain the "conju nction of opposites" through the substitution of a mystica l, fully kenotic "Christ"
for the historical Jesus, psychedelic mysticism tries to reconcile all things apart
from the only Reconciler.
The tragedy of the LSD gospel
(which is not a gospel) is nowhere
more evident than in its use with dying
patients. Dr. Sidney Cohen reports the
last days of " Irene," terminally ill with
cancer. She had " no religion, no hope,"
and was given LSD. Then she faced
death calmly: "Once you see the pattern of the vortex, it all fits," she said
(Harper's, September, 1965). Did she
see the world aright? Was her consciousness truly expanded? French psychedelic specialist Roger Heim noted that
under the influence of the drug his
handwriting, in reality black. appeared
red; and a cat, given the drug, recoils
in fear from a mouse . Reality? No. The
only religious " trip" that avoids irrational fear, sees the blackness of the
world for what it is, and transmutes
death into life is offered freely, without
need of capsule or syringe, by Christ
the Way.
JoHN WARWICK MoNTGOMERY
CHRISTIANITY TODAY

heRe's somethinG
tO Sln(J aBOUt ...

_;anb With JJ
If you are a music director often
plagued with problems of finding good
church music materials to use with
your Beginner, Primary, and Youth music programs, you'll feel like singing about
these new music publications.

for youth choirs . . .
The Youth Musician is especially
suited to the voices of the teen-agers in
your youth choir. The 32-page music section has a variety of anthems and hymns
arranged just for choirs such as yours.
This teen-age music magazine also offers
helps to your young people with lesson
material on theory and hymnody. Get The
Youth Musician for $2.00 annually or
order it quarterly for your choir for 30
cents per copy ( 48 pages).

for leaders of
children's music . . .
The Children's Music Leader has 68
music-filled pages to help leaders of Beginner music activities and Primary and
Junior choirs. You will find helps in 1f organizing children's choirs 1f developing
good tone quality 1f beginning part singing 1f accompanying children's choirs 1f
preparing for service participation 1f stimulating listening and creative activities.
The Children's Music Leader is
closely correlated with music for Primaries
and The Junior Musician-just one more
reason why you'll want copies of it for

each children's music leader. Subscribe
to The Children's Music Leader annually for $2.00 or order it each quarter
for 32 cents per copy ( 68 pages) .

for Primary choirs . . .
Music for Primaries helps 6-, 7-, and
8-year-olds develop music ability and helps
their parents see how important music is
to Primaries.
This 36-page quarterly has simplified
hymns and anthems to be used in choir
rehearsals and for special occasions in
worship services.
Because the Primary learns so much at
home in family activities, a special section
for parents gives ideas for meaningful music experiences at home.
Primaries are at an age when singing
comes naturally. With Music for Primaries to use at home and at church,
this ability develops easily and quickly.
Get Music for Primaries for your 6- to
8-year-old choir members for $1.50 per
yearly subscription or order it quarterly
for 23 cents per copy ( 36 pages).
Don't forget! You can complete your
music program materials with The Church
Musician for $5.00 per year ( 12 issues )
and The Junior Musician for $1.50 per
year ( 4 issues) .
Order all these music publications for
your church music program. You'll really
have something to sing about . . . and
with!

The Sunday School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention

Church Literature Department
127 Ninth Avenue, North

•

Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Evangelism and Music •••
Guidelines lor the Dedicated Christian
Tllrougll Reotling • • •

Tllrougll Singing • • •

THE THEOLOGY OF EVANGELISM
C. E . Autrey. What right does a Christian have to go
to a busy neighbor and witness to him about Christ?
Why offer a Jewish man a religious way of life that
may disrupt his economic, political, or social life? Most
writings on evangelism deal with methods and urgency.
This book stresses the biblical and theological bases and
answers the questi0n of authority for evangelism. $2.75

YOU CAN WIN SOULS
C. E. Autrey. A clear, concise manual for soul-winning.
The author stresses the urgency of personal evangelism
and relates actual experiences to point up good tech$2.75
niques.

THE CHRISTIAN'S BUSINESS:
Being a Witness
Roland Q. LeaveU. This book takes the proven step-bystep pattern of good salesmanship and shows soulwinners how to use the same techniques in winning
men to Christ. Also tells how to overcome difficulties
and a nswer objections that may be encountered. $1.50

PASTORAL EVANGELISM
Samuel Southard. This book probes into practical
methods of effective witnessing to the unsaved and
guides pastors in effective pastoral care. Numerous
examples of different types of appeals are presented and
evaluated.
$3.75

Revival inspiration
all year through •••
An exceptional hymnal containing old-time gospel
tunes plus modern works such as "How Great Thou
Art." 471 selections in all; 59 responsive readings. 5
indexes (Author, Alphabetica l, Metrical, Topical, and
First Line and Title) for ease in program-planning.
Round or shaped notes. Different color bindings.

$1.90
Accompanist's and pulpit editions also available.

Select Broatlman Books anti Music at your religious book store

